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FRANK READE

JR~'S

NEW ELECTRIC VAN:
OR,

Hunting Wild Animals 1n the Jungles of India.
By "NONAME,"
Author of "Frank Reade and His Steam Tally-ho," "Frank Reade a.nd His Steam Team,'' etc., etc.
CHAPTER I.
THE CIRCUS MAN.

"Is Mr. Frank Reade, Jr., in?"
•• 'Deed, sah, I done fink he am!''
"I would like to see him!"
"If yo' gib me yo' card, sah, I take it to him!''
"Here it is!"·
This conversatign took place aL the gate entrance to the large yard
s urroun<ling the extensive machine shops in Readestown, U. S. .A.
These shops were the property of Frank Reade, Jr., a wondP.rful
inventor of many curious machines, and whose reputation was world·
wide.
The man who applied for an interview with the young inventor was
a. short, thick-set man, 11ashily dressed, but yet wnh an open, honest
countenance aud a whole-souled hearty manner, wllic!J. at once gave
one a favorable imprtlssion.
'l.'he darky at the gate was short and stout, with a genuine .African
type of features and gleaming ivones.
He took the card and said:
"A'rigllt, sah! I g;b dis to Marse Frank, an' bring back de answer
ditt ectlyl"
".Hold on, you ace or spades!" cried t.he visitor, good llumoredly.
"D0n't be o1l" so quick. I want to speak with you!"
"Well, sah, what you bab wif me?"
"You're a dandy, ain't you! I've heard lots about you! Ain't your
name Pomp?"
'l.'be darky grinned.
"Dat am what it am, sah!"
"I thought so. Hain't you got a working companion called Barney
O'Shea?"
"Bejabers, an' phwat will yez have with me?" came a voice in a rich
brogue from beyond the gate.
There, at Pomp's side, appeared a genuine type of the Celt, with
broad, grinning mug, and a comical twinkle in his dancing gray
eyes.
"Oh, you're there, are you?" cried the visitor in a hearty way.
"Well, I'm glad to meet Barney and Pomp. I've heard of you, aa I
guess everybody else has in the wide world."
The big man held out his hand and Barney took it.
"Begorra, I'm likin' the luks of yez; but divil a bit do I remember
yez at all, at all!"
" Ha, ha, ha!" roared the visitor. ''I reckon ye don't. Well,
here's my card. I'm well known my8elr!"
Barney took the card a~.;d read aloud:
" Walsingham Gladwell, of Gladwell's Famous Four Continent
~nd Intellectual Exposition of Zoological Research, New York
City."
Barney and Pomp tried to read the card.
.
" Begorra, av yez wud talk Irish, shure I'd ingage to understand
yez!" he cried. " But divil a bit can I mispronounce sich worruds as
thim!"
At this Walsingham Gladwell nearly collapsed with laughter.
" Well, I don't know as I blame you!" he cried. "It doP.s hold
i!Ome big words. However, you'll understand when I say that I run
a large circus."
Barney's eyes sn11pped.
"Shure it's a circus, is it?" be cried, " then, bejabers, I'm onto vez.
But ye'll niver foind a betther curiosity thin the naygur here. Shure
they'd cum from iverywhere to Juk at the loikes av him.''
" Golly, sah, jes' yo' listen to dis chile!" protested Pomp. " Dat am
de only giniwine Irish ape dat am ler on tlis yearth. It wad be de
bes' card yo' cud get."
Walsingham Gladwell roared.
He knew from report that Barney and Pomp were in their element
when engaged in roasting each other.
They were the warmest of friends and yet uns~:taring in the perpetration of practical jokes one upon tbe other.
"Irish ape!" roareil< Gladwell. "That is a good one. Ha, ha, ba!"
" Shure yez have inaulted me, naygur!'' sputtered Barney. "It's

yesilf as was a monkey afore iver yez war a man. Whurroo! Take
that fer yer impudence-au' that!"
A pail of dirty water sat upon a platform by t)le gate.
Barney had picktld it up and dashed it full at Pomp.
Its contents took the darky full in the face and with demoralizing
eft'ect.
The dirty water went down the darky'a throat, into his eyes, ears,
and nigh strangled him.
"Jes' yo' stop o' dat, I'ish!" he yelled when he recovered his
breath. "I jes' hab yo' life fo' dat!"
Gladwell was convulsed. He thought it was awful funny.
But Barney was out of Pomp's reach. He hacl sprung up a short
ladder to the high brick wall above and had pulled the ladder up after
him.
Pomp could not reach him, though the darky was furious to think
that he could not do so.
So the two jokers contented themselves with hurling harmless epi.
thets.
They soon tired of thi~, to wever, and Pomp turned to Gladwell:
" Beg yo' pardon, sah, but I would jes' hab taken yo' card in long
afo' dis if it hadn't lJeeu fo' dat sassy I'ishman. I break his jaw when
he comes down!"
"Look beret~· said Gladwell, sobering down, "I want to make a
pllopositwn to you chaps."
"Well, sah ?"said Pomp.
"Phwat do you say?" asked Barney, all interest.
"You know I'm a circus man. Now, such noted people as you and
your famous employer, Mr. Reade, would be worth a pile or money to
me in my circus. If I c:tn hire you all, with Mr. Reade's famous air.
ship or Steam Man, to give exhibitions and travel with my circus, my
fortune will be made."
Walsingham Gladwell thus plainly set forth the object of his visit.
,. Pomp and Barney exchanged glances.
For the time being they intUitively agreed to a truce, and Barney
/ came down from the wall.
"Huh!" said Pomp, doubtfully. "I don' beli;:,be yo' git Marse
Frank to do dat."
"Begorra, yez kin bet oti it!" assevernted Barney.
But Gladwell smi1eu.
" Don't you be too sure, friends. I am here after you and I want
and must have you!"
"Well, sah," said Pomp, plainly, "you will hab to talk wif Marse
Frank ober dat ling. Dat am all, sah."
".And that is what I want:to do. Take in my card."
".All right, sah!"
Pomp vanished.
In a few moments be returned.
".All right, sah; Marse Frank will see yo' in his office."
"Good enough!''
Gladwell followed the darky across the yard.
In a corner of tile main building Fran!!: Reade, Jr., had an office or
private room where te draughted all the plans of his inventions.
Into this Gladwell was led.
He stood face to face with the most famous young man or tbe day.
Frank Reade, Jr., was of medium height, rather slender, but with
well knit frame and handsome features, fratlk and brave and honest. !
He held out his hand with a pleasant smile.
"Well, Gladwell,'' he cried, "I am glad to see you."
"The same, Mr. Reade!" said the circus owner, affably.
"We have not met before for three years!"
".About that time!"
"II have not forgotten bow you saved my life in that railroad accident at Chicago!"
" That was nothing. I was very glad to have the honor!"
"I owe you a great debt. Is there any way in whicl:.. I can repay
it?"
.A light broke across Gladwell's face.
"Yes!" he cried. "If you choose to do sol"
" What can I do!''
"It will be something which I can make or mutual advantage!"
"Indeed!''
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" You know that I run a circus!"
"Yes!''
"Well, you and your two men, Farney and Pomp, with one .or two
<Of :your wonderful machines would be the greatest attractiOn on
earth!"
Frank looked at Gladwell to see if he really was in earnest and then
laughed musically.
"Yon don't really mean that, Gladwell?"
"YeR, I do!''
"But how could I consent to travel with your show? I have too
many projects on band."
"But the money that would be in it both for you and me!"
Frank looked serious.
"The money consideration, my dear Gladwell, is no object to me!"
he e.aid. "I have all tbat I want. Let me suggest to you a better
plan ror rendering you a service. You will make almost as well out
()fit!"
Glarlwelllooked eager.
"What do you mean?"
"I have just invented a new machine for a purpose which will hit
your case. You have come along just in the nick of time."
"Indeed?''
•
"My new Electric Van is specially constructed for the purpose of
traveling in parts of the world thickly infested with ravenous wild
beasts."
·
" Electric Van!''
"Yea."
" What kind of a machine is that?''
"You shall see it and then I can the more fully explain it to you!"
" But I cannot &ee in what way it will benelit me if you will not
consent to travel one season with my show. Mind yon, I am not asking this favor on the score of any obligation you may feel under to
me. It is purely a business motive."
" I appreciate the fact!" said Frank', quietly, "but no pecuniary
consideration would induce me to travel!"
" Then I need not waste further time here?"
" I shall he very glad to render you assistance in another way."
"But I do not seek it in any other way!" said Gladwell.
"Come now, Gladwell, old friend, don't be unreasonable."
"Well, in what manner can you help me as well as to travel with
me?"
1' Sit down here and I will tell you.
Then we will go in and take a
took at my latest invention."
\
Gladwell could not refuse this generous offer.
CHAPTER II.

iJ

THE ELECTRIC VAN-EXPERIENCE WITH A. CRANK

SEA.1J!ID at a table, Frank unfolded a map of India.

" Here IS a map of one of the wildest parts of the earth," be declared. " In Central and Upper India there are large tracts of
country which man never dares to cross. Even the scientist and explorer dare not invade the region."
"Indeed!"
" It is a fact."
"Why is it so perilous?"
"On account of the ferocity anti number of wild beasts. TberB-are
several species believed to be in existence !here which many people
had disputed the existence or and which zoologists have not classified."
Gladwell wa8 mightily interested.
"You don't mean il?''
"Yes, I do. TlJere, for instanee, is the white panther. I am well
assured that numbers of this beast exist in ~he jungles of Bang Chu."
" White panther! Why, such a. beast in this country would draw
a million dollars in less than no time."
"That is what I am telling you. There is the cardinal emu. Such
a bird would be a wonder in civilized parts."
"I should say so!"
"Then there is the black lion, the double-headed bear and many
other animals which I will not mention. All these are known to exist
in the jungles of Bang Chu.''
" Do you believe that?''
"Certainly I do."
"But-they never could be capturej.''
" They could; at least, they could be shot noll mounted as rare
specimens!''
"Ah, but you say that white men dare not invade that jungle?''
"I dare invade any part of India, or any other country with my
Electric Van!" said Frank.
The circus owner looked at Frank inscrutably.
"You are too deep for me!" he said, slowly. "I understand you
now!''
"In my electric invention I intend to make a trip to Cectral India
and explore the jangles of Bang Cbu. I offer you the privilege of
going with me if yon choose. It looks like an excellent opportunity
to make up a good menagerie!"
Walsingham Gladwell passed a band across his brow.
"Do you mean that, Frank?'' be said, in a bewildered manner.
"Yes, I do."
"That settles it! My fortune is made. My partner shall travel
alone with the show this season. I will advertise the wotld over that
I have gone to India with ]!'rank Reade, Jr., to procure a:..imals for
my show, and the whole of America will be on the qui vive until our
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return. Frank, your hand. Yoll' •.,.; right. It is the greatest favor
you can bestow upon me. 'When ~I we start?''
"One week from to-day!"
"Good! I see you adhere to your old plan of immediate action.''
" It is the best!"
"Every time!''
"But come!" said Frank Reade, Jr., with a light laugh. "Let me
show you the Electric Van, with which we will invade the dangerous
jungles of Bang Clm!"
"I shall be delighted!"
They passed from 'the office into a large, high-roofed chamber, one
hundred feet long by fifty broad.
Here the circus proprietor beheld a wonclerfut sight.
The Electric Van, Frank Reade, Jr.'s latest invention, was before
.!Jim.
In appearance it was a large, square, van-shaped vehicle, upon four
light wheels, with broad bands and grooved tires.
'fhe body of the wagon rested upon light steel axles, with some
clever underrigging, and fine system of cogs, hy which great speed
could be attained with a small pressure of electric force.
In the center of the wagon and pllrtly underneath was the· dynamos,
motor and electrical machinery.
Wire nettings of the finest woven meshes of steel covered the aides
and top of the van.
This was impervious to rifle balls, and at interva:s loop-holes were
made for the inmates to fire through.
The rear of the wagon consisted of two broad swinging steel doors
and a platform.
Jn front was a dasher, with the key-board and steering wheel. On
the dasher was a long, spike-shaped .ram, as keen pointed as a needle.
Also the hubs of the wheels were armed with sharp, scythe-shaped
knives, so that a path could be literally mowed through any dense
grasses in the jungle.
. This, in the maio, r.onstitutes the description of the Electric Van.
The interior was elegantly fitted up with rich·cushioted lmnks of
leather, lockers for ammunition, stores and weapons.
All the necessary instruments for such a trip were on band.
Wa~singham Gladwell 'was carried away with the Van.
" Wonderful beyond description!" he cried. " How much speed do
you reckon you can get up, Frank?''
·" I can beat a railroad train.''
" Sho'! Yoa don't mean .t?''
"Yes, I do:••
"Bnt--''
"What?"
"How will you ever get the Van out there to India?"
" Easy enough. It can be packed in sections and easily put together when we get there."
"Good! We will go by the Pacilic Mail Line!"
" By the most direct route!''
" And start next week?''
"Yes!"
" I will be on hand. Walsingham Gladwell is a happy man. Now
I must a way to make preparations.''
'l'be next day the news traveled all over the country.
The newspapers tool{ up the report that Frank Reade, Jr., had come
out with a new invention and would make a trip to India.
Glaring posters were issued for the great Gladwell Circus, announcing the absence of the proprietor in India in quest of the scarlet emu
and the white panther.
Of cour~e all those reports created a tremendous furore.
The result was that Gladwell's Circus received an advertisement
snch as it had never known before.
As the. day drew nearer for the start of the expedition to India,
Frank Reade, Jr., became besieged with all 'manner of strange requests.
Cranks sent him threatening letters, others sought to beg or buy
the privilege of being a fellow passenger.
One incident of a thrilling kind befell Frank.
He was leaving the yard one evening after dark, and just as be waE
about to step into his carriage, a man of wild appearance stepped up.
"Frank Reade," he said in bitter tones, "you occupy the field
which is mine by all rights. I am really a greater inventor than you,
but because you occupy my field I cannot get recognition. Therefore
it is written that you must die, that I may succeed you!"
At the same instant the fellow put the muzzle of a pistol to Frank's
bead.
Just in time the young inventor struck the barrel up.
A moment more and the bullet would have gone crashing through
b1s brain.
As it was it broke the glass in the coacb door and set the horses
beyond the driver's control.
Frank instantly hurled his assailant to the ground.
Fortunately an officer was near at band.
He quickly bad the fellow manacled and took him away to prison.
The next day Frank appeared against the crank, who gave his name
as Stillman True.
The judge sentenced him to three months in jail.
But as he was led from the court-room be turned, and, with a face
blue with passion, he hissed:
"Corse you, Frank Reade, Jr., you shall not escape me. I will
pursue you yet."
Frnnl: speedily forgot the incident in the .excitement of the departure •
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. The Electric Van was packed In section9 and shipped to San Fran-~
CISCO.

But just as they were about to take the ears from Readestown
Frank read in a newspaper:
"Thrilling escape of a crank from the jail. Stillman True, the 111an
who assaulted Frank Reade, Jr., nearly brains Turnkey Wallis and
makes his escape!''
"Mercy on us!'' thought the young Inventor. "Can it be possible
that tba~ vil!ain re~lly mtends to follow me?"
But Frank would not entertain the thought.
The party reached San Francisco In safety and went aboard the
steamer.
Soon they were sailing out through the Golden Gate en route to the
west.
All were in high spirits.
Walsingham Gladwen was particularly hilarious, and actually
danced a jig in his delight.
But among the passengers was one individual who regarded the
party covertly and with an evil sneer.
He waB dressed slouchily and wore a long, black beard.
To a close observer it would have seemed as if this was artificial.
The steamer, however, was two days out frpm San Francisco before
any incident occurred to mar the voyage.
Then one moonlight evening all were congregated upon the deck.
Barney bad his fiddle and Pomp his banjo.
The two jokers were entertaining tho crowd with alternate songs.
Barney had a fine, rich voice, and sang sentimental as well as comIcal ditties.
Pomp had a beautiful tenor voice, and his rendering of some of the
. old plantation sonl{s was indescribable.
"Och, Rory, be aisy, don't kiss me no more,
Shure, 1t's six toimes to-day ye've kisaed me before.
Och, there goes another, nn' there to make sure,
Sure there·s luck in odd numbers, says Rory O'More."
Even body applauded, and then Pomp got in his work in fine shape.
It was certainly quite a treat.
Frank Reade, Jr., presently strolled away from the others, going
aft.
He was busily thinking of the future, and was in a retired part of
the ship.
He never suspected the flict that a dnrk form was creeping up behind him stealthily.
Leaning over t.he rail, Frank was watching the sen, when he heard
a rustling sound behind him.
He turned just In time to recognize a man springing upon him.
It was the man with the whiskers, nnd he hissed fiercely:
"Ah, I tell you that Stillman True is not to be ballled. 'fnis time
you diet"
A sharp cry escaped FranK's lips.
But bef:>re he could get into position to defend himself, his assailant had hurled him over the rail bodily.
CHAPTER III.
IN CALCUTTA,

Dow:r< went Frank Reade, Jr., into the sea.
A great cry went up from his livs. But It did cot seem to have
been beard.
The singing forward drowned it, and he realized in an instant bow
utterly despernte his situation was.
The steamer, of course, was leaving him every instant.
In a comparatively short time it would be out of sight.
He was a good swimmer, but he could not hope to keep afloat long.
"My God! I am lost!" he cried. "Help-give me help!"
But there seemed no answer to his prnyer.
Those on board the ship either did not hear him, or would not answer.
But no! Suddenly there was a great shout went up.
There hnd been a sailor on one of the yards, and he heard the
splash, and turned just In time to see Frank in the water astern.
" Man overboard!" he shouted.
The cry went from one end of the ship to the other.
"Man overboard!"
It is ever a thrilling cry at sea, and impresses one with horror. In
an instant everybody rushed to the rail.
'fhe bell rang in the engine-room t(l slacken speed.
Down ft·om the davits went a !>oat, quickly manned.
Sturdy tars pulled away astern looking for the victim.
Frank was still afloat, for he was a good swimmer.
He shouted to tlle boat's crew and they were soon by his side.
In a jifly be was lifted into the boat.
His life was s pared.
• • Why, it's Mr. Reade!" cried the boatswain. • " However did ye
come to fall over, Mr. Rende!"
" I didn't fall. I was thrown over!" cried Frank.
" Thrown over?"
''Yes!"
~
" May the saints save us! How did that happen, sirr•
Frank described the incident.
The boat's crew listened with horror.
"I know the sculpin ye refer to, Mr. Reade!" cried the bontswain,
"and I've never liked his looks since he's been aboard. We will put
him in irons!''

The ship had coma about and was lying to.
The boat now ran alongside and Frank ran up the gangway.
He was greeted instantly by his friends.
He explained matters, and much excitement was created.
search was made for Stillman True, the would-be assassin.
j A
But now a si:1gular tiling occurred.
He could not be found.
What did it mean?
Where hnd be gone?
Had he also thrown himself overllonrd and drowned himself? This
was a query not easily answered.
The ship was saarched assiduously from deck to bold.
But not a trace of True could l.le found.
He bad mysteriously disappeareu.
It was believed by the.majority that be had committed suicide.
And there the matter rested.
Tile VOJage was con~inued.
But Frank never went ue11r the rail without a premonition of something terrible, and kept his eye out.
But Lo all appearances, the crank had left the ship.
Indeeu, the vessel wa~ nearly into Honolulu before anything hnppened to warrant n di!Ierent behef.
Then an idea occurred to Frank.
He hastened to the bold.
There waq stored iu sections the wonderful Electric Vnn.
A horrifying fear taught the young inventor the extrtJme danger of
leaving the boxes unguarded, with a madman somewhere at large
upon the boat.
It would be au easy matter for him to damage the machine out of
pure spite and meanness •
Frank went down into the hold and made an examination of the
boxes.
To his great relief, he found, however, that no harm bad been done
the machine.
Indeed, it did not appear that the crank hnd touched it at all,
which was only another fact to bear out the supposition that he we.s
not on board the ship at all, but bad committed suicide by leaping
overboard.
Nothing more occarred during the voyage to disturb its tranquility.
In due course of lime tl:le ship reached port at Calcutta.
There tlie Van was packed In sections aboard a railroad car.
The railroad ran along tile valley of the Ganges river for severlli ,.
hundred miles.
At Calcutta many English and American residents came to pay
the';; respects to the explorers.
l Tb.,ir fnme ball preceded them, and one great Hindoo prince,
' whose domain extended to the verge of the B·ang Cuu jungle, came to
visit Frank.
He came in state, with a body-guard of armed men, and met the
young explorer witil great cordiality.
"Ah, sab.ib,'' he enid through his interpreter, "if you can succeetl
in bunting down the fierce white tiger, you will have won the grati·
tude of all my people."
"I shall try," replied Frank.
· '' I shall pray to my gods for your success. But there is another
and more dangerous foe I must warn you against while in Nepal.''
"Indeed!"
"That Is the Thug. That region is their native home."
"I will remember your warning, great prince!'' said Frank, gratefully. "Perhaps I shall meet you again?"
"I return to Nepal next month. You will be welcome at my
palace!"
All over the Jndlan part of Calcutta traveled the newe of the arrival
of the distinguished American who had come to.lndia to clean out the
dread jungl e of Bang Chu.
The native Hindoos flocked to the railroad station In great numbers
to get a glimpse of the famous new-comer.
Native princes nnd dignitaries called upon Frank and extended to
him hospitable greetings and best wishes.
It was with difficulty that the party finally got away from Calcutta.
The railroad train finally took them up the valley of the Ganges as
far as the l:ne of travel extended.
Then the party disembarked at a small station in the verge of a vust
forest.
It wns five hundred miles from there to the jangle of Bang Chu.
The country in some places was rough nnd uneven.
Several mountain ranges would have to be crossed.
But beyond these there was full two hundred miles of level plain
whtch it would be easy to cross.
The sruall station at which they disembarked was called Hudi Jan.
The Van was taken from the cnrs, and Barney and Pomp, under
Frank's direction, proceeded to I>Ut It together.
This was not altogether a difficult job.
Finally the last bolt had been driven and the last nut tightened, and
the Electric Van was rendy.
Th& batteries were filled and the motor charged.
Then all the stores were placed aboard and all was ready for tAe
start.
Of course all this work had taken some time.
But the job was finally finished after a day and a half had passed.
The voyagers went aiJoard the Van, and the start was made.
There wllB a turnpike road leading out of Hudi Jan for twenty
miles;
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Til is extended througil a pieturesquo tract or country.
In a measure, it was an agriCultural region.
Small plantations were seen, and some line bungalows, or Hindoo
houses, were passed.
The natives everywhere dropped tlleir implements and stood agape
at sigllt of tile Electrac.Van.
It was altogetller a curious sigllt to them.
Never before had so strange a machine invaded the region.
It was, therefore, no wonder tllat they were astonlslled.
But none oflered anything like llostile opposition to tile Van.1
In some place superstitious ones tlung tllemselves on tlleir faces,
overcome witll fear and llorror.
Our adventurers in the Van enjoyed tile situation.
Upon every llaucl tllere was some new wonder to be seen.
The country was wild and picturesque ami unlike anything they
had ever visi~ed before.
Walsingham Gladwell was in llis element.
He was so much pleaseu witll his experience that lle dancecl and
caperea and sang lively songs.
"Hurrah! I wouldn't have missed this trip for the price or my
show!" be cried. "It is simply gran(\."
Barney manipulated ~he steering wheel, and Pomp attendetl to the
dynamos and to the culinary d_,partrnent.
It was easy sailing as far as the high way went.
.But when this finally terminated it was not so easy.
A region was now encountered of tllick forests and dense canebrakes.
To penetrate these it was necessary to take narrow paths used by
the natives, ami o!ten it was imperative to stop and fell trees to make
the way broad enough for the Van to pass.
In the ordinary canebrake the knives upon the hubs of the wheels
would cut their passage througll.
But, of course, in the !orest tills could not be done.
But the spirits of all were high.
There were plenty of provisions on board the Van.
But at available opportunities Frank sent Barney and Pomp into
the woods for game.
Rice and corn and other artlcles ·of food were also bought of the
nauves.
Game was plenty.
Deer and bear were in the forests, and ducks and wild geese in the
canebrakes.
01 course Pomp and Barney enjoyed this.
The foe tlley had dreaded most was the deadly cobra di capellu or
, hooded snake.
'£hese were verv plenty, and their poison was fatal.
But the adventurers llad made provision for this before leaving
home.
They bad provided themselves with long leggins of rawhide.
.
The fangs or the cobra, unlike those or the rattlesnake, are weak
~nd brittle.
Against the rawhide they were of no avail whatever.
CHAPTER IV.
THE GIANT PYTHON.

So that they were completely safe with regard to the hooded snake.
The reptiles in some places were very plentiful. ·
In fact, Barney was struck in the lower part of his legs eleven times
one day, while hunting in the canebrakes.
Had it not been for the impervious character of the rawhide he
would have heen a corpse.
There were other roes to be dreaded.
One or these was. the brown python, a monster wllich frequently attained the stupendous length of forty feet.
The party were enjoying a nnouing in a shady dell in the forest one
<lay, when suddenly one of these monsters appeared.
Barney was the first to espy his snakesbip.
Frank Reade, Jr., was aboard the Electric Van.
Glad well was procuring water at a spring near, while Barney and
Pomp were engaged in skinning the carcass of a fine wnod deer.
It was no doubt the smell of the blood that had drawn the python
to the spot.
Barney beard a rustling in the undergrowth and turaed suddenly
to behold a horrifying spectacle.
The reptile's head protruded through the green foliage not ten feet
distant.
Its eyes were fixed with a basilisk-like gleam upon Barney.
The Celt for 11 moment felt sick and faint.
An awful horror was upon him, and it seemed as if he was likely to
come undef the influence of til at awful fascination which the serpent
is said to exert.
But the Celt knew well what this would 1uean.
With a tremendous exertion of will power he br:>ke away from the
spell and cried:
"Och hone! Wud yez luk at the loikes av ill Shure it's a fearful
craytbur. Run, naygur-run fer yer loife!"
"Golly!" exclaimecl Pomp, making a bolt for the Van.
.Both terrified fellows ran for the Electric Van.
They were shouting at the top of t.heir lungs.
Walsingham Gladwell drJpped his water bucket and also started
for the Van.
Meanwhile the python very coolly glided out of the undergrowth.
It was a literal monster, and its shining brown fold$ seemed fearful
ln their length and circumference.
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But the pytllon was not inclined to heed the Van.
It was the carcass of the deer it was after.
But the scent of blood llad brougllt to the spot another aspirant for
a hearty meal.
Tbis was a huge, yellow tiger, which now came leaping gracefully
out of the forest.
Tile tiger came down in a crouching attitude upon the opposite
aide of the deer from the python.
It was a tableau.
Between the two gourmands was the dainty prize.
Tile tiger lashed its tail and growled, witll its eyes fixed upon the
snake.
The latter drew its sinuous coils up and gave a tremendous bias.
By tllis time Gladwell bad reachetl the Van and all were safely
aboard.
" Begorra, it's a foight they'll have!" screamed Barney. " Shure,
it's tile snake an' tile ~iger!''
Pomp llatl picked up hia rifle and seemed inclined to fire.
But Frank Reade, Jr., cried:
"Hold on, Pomp!"
" A'rigllt, Marse Frank!"
" Let us see what they will do. It is likely they will eat each other
up."
Indeed, this was likely •
Neitller seemed disposed to give io, and this was evidence of their
ravenous hunger.
" Whew!" exclaimed Gladwell, rubbing his hands. "Don't I wish
I could get hold of that python! He'd be worth ten thousand dollars
to rny show l"
" It is hardly likely that you will succeed, unless the tiger Is his
prey," Maid Frank.
"or course the tiger will whip him."
Frank shook his llead.
"Not much!" be replied. "That is by no means certain. The
pytllon is a bad one to bundle."
All now watclled with interest the movements of the two foes.
Neither seemed disposed to yield ground to the other.
'file appetizing meal between them was sufficient incentive for a
battle to the death.
The tiger crouch,ed low and lashed its tail furiously.
The pytllon's huge coils were drawn up and its head was reared
high.
Suddenly it shot forward, the immense coils unrolled like a whip
las b.
Tllat moment would have been fatal for the tiger but for prompt
movement upon the part of the beast.
The tiger did not attempt to dodge the attack.
Nor did he retreat.
On the contrary, he crouclled flat upon the ground, burying his nose
between Ilia paws.
The python's coils rolled harmlessly over him.
It was impossible for them to close around him. Had the tiger been
in an erect posture they would have done so.
But the instinct of the savage beast had saved it.
The instant the python's folds passed, however, the tiger acted.
Quick as a flash up went one r.aw and the sharp claws tore a long
rent in the python's body.
The snake gave a fearful hiss and whirled about.
Down went the tiger again.
Once more the huge folds passed harmlessly over the tiger's striped
body.
.
Again the tiger's claws tore a rent in the pylbnn's folds.
"Golly!" cried Pomp. "Dat am jes' a dre!lul sllarp old cat, dat
tiaah am.''
":, Begorra, av he keeps on he'll tear the reptile into ribbons!'' cried
Barney.
,
''Wait awllile," said Frank.
"Confound it, it is too bad!" cried Gladwell. "It will spoil the reptile for a specimen!"
The snake seemed in great pain over the wounds it had received.
It did not venture another such attack upon the tiger.
To the contrary, it adopted new and curious tactics.
Coiling itsHlfnpon the opposite side of the dead deer, the snake
threw a single fold about a banyan tree.
Then it lay low upon the ground just as the tiger ha(l.
But the huge head began to glide slowly but steadily toward the
carcass of the antelope.
The tiger growled savagely and its eyes flamed luridly.
"Now we shall see fun!" cried Frank Reade, Jr.
And he was right. •
The tiger saw that tile snake's game was to assume the defensive
and try to swallow the prey right before his eyes.
It was now the tiger's turn to assume tile ofl'ensive.
This changed the aspect of a!lairs quite materially.
"I'll bet on the snake now!" cried Gladwell, excitedly.
The sJake's head slowly worked ils way toward the antelope.
Yet its eyes seemed fixed upon the tiger•
That beast growled savagely and began also to creep toward the
carcas~.

I

The snake's jaws seemed about to close upon it.
Now or never!
'rhus the tiger must have thought, for he flung himself forward and
made a blow at the snake's head witll his paw.
.
But he might as wellllave made a pass at a shr.dow.
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The snake dodged quick as a flash.
Then out shot those terrible coils.
This time the tiger could not dodge. The coils closed about him
with a crunching sound.
Up into the air and over and over went tiger and reptile.
The tiger's claws were flying everywhere and his hoarse growls filled
the air.
But the python's folds were about him, and crushing vitals, bone
and sinew and flesh all to a pulp.
Around the glade like a huge ball furiously went the combatants.
Then the din ceased.
Suddenly the python ceased its revolutions. There was a crushed
yellow body in its giant folds.
There was one Jess tiger iu the wilds of Nepal.
The python dropped its victim and now started with a gliding motion for its prize.
Our adventurers each drew a deep breath.
It had certainly been a wonderful spectacle.
It was safe to say that 'few human beings had ever witnessed its
like.
" Begorra, I niver seen the loikes av that!'' cried Barney. " Shure
both av thim was dead game to the last."
"Golly, but I done fink I wouhln't like to hab been ic. dat tigah's
place!" cried Pomp, with a deep breath.
" No,'' said Frank ; " th e python 1s a hard reptile to handle.''
"What a beauty he is!" cried Gladwell. "Oh, it I only had him
for a specimen in my show."
Barney had raised his rifle.
" Shure I'll quick spile the ugly mug av him!" he cried.
But Fran k interfered.
" Hold on !'' he cried. "Did you say, Gladwell, that you wanted
that python!"
"Yes."

" Yon shall have him.''
" But-l:!ow can we trap him?"
" Keep quiet and -I will tell you.''
"I'll do that."
"After he has gorged himself upon the antelope be will go into a
kind of stupor. You can then hire a dozen natives for a song to net
him. In the net !Je can be dragged into a cage and taken to Calcutta and shipped home for you by the natives.''
" Good!" cried Gladwell, excitedly. " It will be worth a fortune to
me.''

The python did just what Frank said it would.
The reptile began the process of swallowing the antelope.
This was the most astounding spectacle yet.
To see that mass of 11esh dlsappearmg slowly down the snake's
throat was a sight of no ordinary sort.
It required fully twelve hours for the python to swallow the ante·
lope sufficiently to go into a torpor.
Then Barney was sent to the nearest bungalow.
A half score of natives were easily hire~ for the purpose of netting
the bnge monster.
They returned to the spot with Barney, and aftgr an interview with
Frank Reade, Jr., proceeded to bag the python.
CHAPTER V.
IN THE POWER OF A THUG.

Tms wa~ also a wonderful spectacle. A huge and powerful net,
with many folds, was procured.
This was thrown over the snake's head, and then spears were jabbed
into the reptile's body.
In a few moments the re1)tile, writhing in pain, wound itself so completely in the net that it was powerless.
Then a native ox cart was procured, and the snake, with its tons of
weight, was dragged aboard.
It would require two weeks to get the reptile to Hudi Jan.
But there Gladwell had appointed shipping agents, who would see
that the snake was safely caged and cared for and shipped by steamer
for San Francisco.
The natives departed with the python after being assured that they
would be well paid when they reached Hudi Jan.
Gladwell was delighted.
He had procured a specimen for his show, which for size bad never
been equaled in Amenca.
"I will astonish everybody!" he cried. "Gladwell's Circus will take
the lead."
The Van now pushed on deeper into the wilds.
The region grew wilder and less thickly inhabited.
Thus far Frank had seen nothing of the Thugs, against whom he had
been warned.
One day they met a native hunter, who told them that they were
only fifty mile3 from the Bang Cbu jungle.
He directed them to go to the northward, when thsy would come
to the open plain, and all would be clear travelin~.
1
Frank followed these directions and found them to be true.
The jungle wa11 reached in quick time.
The wonderful an :I dangerous Bang Chu jungle lay before them.
None of the natives dared to invade its depths, which were said to
literally swarm with wild beasts.
In the verge of the jungle they came upon a village of Hamados, a
Hindoo sect.
_ The head man or prince of the place consulted with Frank.

The young explorer was not favorably impressed with his appearance.
When he had gone, be said jocularly to Gladwell:
"'fhere, Gladwell, if you had that fellow in your show, you would
have the greatest curiosity of all!"
"Catch him and muzzle him!" cried the circus man.
But Sado-Dak, which was the ruler's name, gave Frank some valuable information.
His description of the jungle and its terrors was of L!Je lurid, bloodcurdling kind.
" Sahib will find many dangers there!" be declared. "There is the
white panther, Lhe giant bear, and the mighty dragon. In the cen•
ter of Bang Cbu there is a vast lake, in which is a mighty serpent
capable of opening its huge mouth aud swallowing up a boat with ten
men i.n it."
Many more Muncbausen tales were rendered Frank.
The young inventor listened with great seriousness.
But when Sado-Dak was gone, be said:
''That is the biggest rogue and most atrocious liar I have met since
I have been in India!"
•
The Hamados were all of a low caste, and beyond all doubt cutthroats and ruffians.
Frank remembered the warning he had received in Calrutta.
That these villager a were of the Thug denomination he had 1:0 doubt.
He warned Barney and Pump, and preparaLions were made to resist aay attack made upcn the Van.
They were obliged to hnger for two days at the village of tbeHamados on account of a dearth of provisions.
There was, of course, no path into the jungle of Bang Chu.
But Fran I' felt sure that they could mow a way through the dense
grasses with the scythe blades upon the bulls and in front of the Van.
Barney and Pomp were wise enough to heed Frank's waroitgs.
But Gladwell was not inclined to be so distrustful.
The circus proprietor regarded the Hama<1os as innocent and ignorant natives.
"They can possibly mean no harm," he declared. "I am not afraid
of them."
"You have beard of the deadly disciples of Thuggee?" asked Frank.
"Pooh! You mean t!Jose wretches who come up behind you and
garrote you?"
"Yes.''
" I am pot afraid of them. I can keep an eye out, and 1t will be a
smart man who garrotes me."
It ~ns of no Ude to argue wit!J Gladwell.
The circus magnate only laughed a::Jd pooh-poobed the subject derisively.
So it happened that when Frank and Barney and Pomp were ndt.
looking, be slipped Ol!t of the Van and paid a visit to the town.
He was received with the greatest of courtesy.
The Hamado merchants threw open the flaps of their tents, and invited him in to partake of basheesh or smoke a weed allied to tobacco,
or drink wine.
Gladwell went upon a kind of spree, as it were.
He joked with the Hindoos. fitrted with their women, and incautiously showed that he had money with him.
He had spent some hours in the town, and was having a high old
time when a native approached him.
He had a smattEo>ring of English, and, bowing low, said:
"Sahib, I greet you. Great princa of a mighty nation, I pay ,you
homage.''
"Go easy, friend!" cried Gladwell, with a laugh. "I ain't used to
taffy. What do you want! A ticket to mv show!"
''Sahib is looking for wonderful animals-to cage and curious things?''
"I am!" cried Gladwell. "Have you got a six-legged rhinoceros
to sell?"
".Ah, come with me, sahib. I will show you the most wonderful
yet.''
Gladwell was usually a sharp man.
In his own country the bunco sharp would have had no show whatever with him.
But here in the heart of ignorant India be allowed himself to be vic·
timized.
The native, a villainous·looking fellow, who gave the name of
Mahdan, led the way to a grove of trees near the town
He pretended that in this belt of trees there was kept a wonderful
animal the like or which existed nowhere else.
Soon they had reached the forest and entered a narrow path.
This was thickly beset with overhanging vines, which in places
nearly shut out the light of day.
Mahdan led the way into this path.
Gladwell bad not proceeded ten yards when a fearful sense of ap·
palling danger came over him.
He suddenly remembered with a chill Frank Reade, Jr.'s warning.
The instinct was upon him to turn back.
They were just passing under an overhanging limb of a tree, when
Mabdan sudrlenly paust>d.
"Ab, sahib, look!" he cried. "Behold the wonder of Bang Cilu!"
In that instant Gladwell heard a noise behind him.
Before be could turn something Jiasbed hissing past his head, and
a sinewy coil was about his neck.
" The Thug!" flashed across his horrified vjsion, then there was a
wrenching, awful pain; unconsciousness follow ed.
Glad well's form lay in tile path, and two villainous Hindoos were
over him.
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They quickly rifted his person.
"Ah, Mahdan, you found an easy victim!"
"Ay, but feel of his heart!"
"Is he dead!"
"Allah be praised! Now, away!"
And they vanished like shadows, taking with them the deadly cord
which had done such fatal work.
Frank Reade, Jr., was much distressed when he learned that Glad•
well had left the Van.
" It is a. piece of folly!" he declared. " I gave him credit for more
sense!"
Barney and Pomp shared the fears of their employer.
" I done link some ob dem villains will pick him up!'' declared
Pomp. "What am it best fo' to do, Marse Frank?"
"I declare I don't know!" groaned the yonng inventor.
Frank waited m vain for Gladwell to returu to the Van.
Hours passed and he didn't come.
The young inventor decided to take heroic measures.
He sent a native runner into the town to look for Gladwell.
The fellow returned with the report that be was not there.
Gladwell had been seen to leave the town, going toward the jungle
with two of the nnti ves.
He bad not been seen since.
" lt Is as I thought!" groaned Frank, with horror. " He is doubt·
less a dead man long ere this.''
But Frank deciued to make a desperate move.
Ile did not venture to leave the Van.
Closing the doors, he started the Van through tbe town.
Barney and Pomp stood ready at the loopholes with rilles.
There was much excitement in the town.
The report had spread that the white sahib had been enticed into
the jungle and had not returned.
Prince Sado-Dak was a villain of the deepest dye.
From the first he had kept vengeful and covetous eyes upon the
Electric Van.
It had occurred to the native prince that the Van would make him
an excellent coach of state.
As foc scruples m the matter of gaining possession of the Van SadoDak had none.
He would without compunction butcher the whole gang to gain his
desired ends.
With this thought he had secretly called together a few hundred of
his warriors and instructed them.
The report of Gladwell's fate was the spark which kindled tije
flame.
As the Van went thundering down through the street of the town
saddenly a perfect legion of Hindoos sprang into view. nnd opened
fire.
.
Frank snw the situation and its perils at a glance.
Quick action was necessary, or the fiends would surely succeed in
getting away with their prey.
Frank was at the wheel, and he said to Barney and Pomp:
" Steady now! Give them the Winchesters as fast as you can load
nnd fire!"
The two faithful servitors needed no second bidding.
They sprang to the loopholes.
In that moment a thrilling battle was begun, which was to prove a
memorable occasion for all.
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CHAPTER VI.
REPULSE OF THE HAMADOS.

THE Hindoos fired a volley at the Van. It had been their belief that
the bullets would penetrate the steel network.
They expected at once to see the inmates of the wagon riduled
with bullets.
But the leaden missiles only fell ha.rmlessly against the steel netting.
Burney and Pomp now opened fire.
Both were excellent shots.
The Hin:loos fell beneath their aim, and as the Winchesters coald be
!fired with amazing rapidity, the volleys bud a most telling effect.
Frank sent the Van crashing into their ranks.
It was utterly impossible for the wretches to stnnJ before such an
attack.
The heavy wheels of the Van crushed them, and the knives upon the
hubs made fearful work.
Down through the gang like a thunderbolt went the Van.
It was utterly impossible for the Hiudoos to stand before it.
Clearing the villainous crew, Frank turned the Van about and
ade another charge at the foe.
This time. t~e Hindoos seemed determined to stop him.
The young mventor smiled.
He opened the key wide and sent the Van ahead at railroad speed.
Like a meteor it went down into the midst of the dusky horde
again.
t Barney and Pomp kept the Winchesters popping.
In vain the Hiudoos tried to stav the progress of the Electric Van.
They might as well have tried to s~op lightning in its course.
Scores of them went down under the destructive wheels.
" Give It to them!" cried Frank to Barney and Pomp.
Once again the Van reached the end of the street, and turned to
once more charge through the village.
But the Hindoos had enough.

I
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Sadt>-Dak was a wily anu treacherous prince, but he was not reckless or utterly devoid of sense.
He saw that this dreadful invention of the white man could cut him
all to pieces.
In fact, it was in Frank Reade, Jr.'s power to destroy the town.
So Sado-Dak threw out a white flag and called his men back.
Frank Reade, Jr., accepted the truce.
"I ought to <lestroy this nest of iniquity," he declared. "It would
be a mercy to do so. I thought they would come to terms!"
One of the Hinlloos now came up the street with the truce flag.
In a few moments Sado-Dak came up with his retinue.
Frank Reade, Jr., did no~ come out of the cage to talk with them.
He knew enough of the Hiudoo nature to know better than to trust
them too far.
Treachery was an inherent trait of their natures.
The prince made a fawning bow, and said:
"Great priuce of an unknown nation, I come to offer peace. Will
you not come to my palace and partake of hasheesb?"
This, of course, was conveyed to Frank througll an· interpreter.
Frank laughed contemptuously.
" I decline your otrer !" he replied. " I do not trust you, trencher.
ous prince, and there shall be war between us until you restore to m&
my friend, whom your Thugs decoyed away and whom I fear they hav&
slain!''
Sado-Dak made reply:
·
"I know not the fate of your friend, sahib. I am not a Thug an d
cannot !Je responsible for their deeds!"
Frank replied in a voice of thunder:
"Unless you restore my friend to me 1 will proceed to burn your
town, and will hunt every one of you to the death!''
Sado-Dak's face showed terror.
He turned and gave hurried orders to his servants.
Then he made reply:
"Be of good heart, white prince. Your friend shall be found
whether dead or alive!"
"He must be produced alive!'' said Frank, with emphasis.
This had the desired eflec~.
Bodies of soldiery were sent into the jungle.
.
Indeed it was not more than an hour later that the soldiers wer&
seen returning.
Between them they bore the body of a man.
A cold sweat broke out upon Frank Reade, Jr.
"My God!" he gasped. " He is dead. They have murdered him !'•
This seemed the truth.
The !Jody of Gladwell was brought up to the Van. Frank Reade.
Jr., SP.rang out nod bent down over his friend.
He saw the tell-tale mark upon the circus owner's neck.
••The work of Thugs!" he groaned.
There was not the slightest hope in Frank's bosom that Gladwell
was alive.
Yet he knew that it sometimes happened that the garroter failed t()
disconnect the spinal column.
In such a case the victim was known to have come to life after honre
of utter unconsciousness.
Mechanically FranK: lifted Gladwell's head and, turned it.
The neck seemed to act freely and naturally. There was no indica·
tion but that the spinal cord was complete:
A thrill pervaded Frank's heart.
"He may not be dead!"
He listened to his heart and felt the pulse.
He fancied be could detect a faint beating. This was enough torevive his most sanguine hopes.
"Barney," he said, "bring me an electrode and a coil or wire
with a disc. Connect the wire with the dynamo!"
"All roight. sor!"
The order was quickly obeyed.
Frank arranged the electrical appliance by a method of his own.
The disc, heavily charged, was placeu at the spine of the uncon·
scions man.
Then slowly hut firmly the current was turned on.
At first no effect was noticed.
Then there was a cc;:!:facting of the muscles and a quivering of the
eyelids.
Frank Reade, Jr., watched these signs of returning life carefully.
Not un~il he saw certain muscles in the face relax and the hue of
life creeping into the white cheeks did he give vent to Ins feelings.
Then he cried :
"He lives! Thank Heaven he is not past help!"
The Hinduo spectators bad watched the operation with superstitions
wonder.
To them a man once strangled with the cord is considered past r.e·
demptlon.
To see Frank Reade, Jr~. now bring this man to life was to them
an astounding surprise.
They regarded the young inventor as a man of more than ordinary
gifts, and possessed of a wonderful fetish.
Glndwell opened his eyes now nnd murmured:
"Where am I? Go1 help me! What an awful dreamr•
"You are with friends!" cried Frank. "Brace right up, old man.
For once you are in luck. Your life is saved."
"Ah, I rem em her," muttered the circus proprietor. "The Thugs!
I was garroted. But how did you save me!"
"Simply because the rascals failed in their work,'' replied Frank.
Glad well was soon suffiCiently recovered to get upon his feet.
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He was weak, as might naturally be supposed, but a more thankful person was never seen.
The experience had eiiectually cured him of anything like recklessness. He was prepared to use good sense in tlJe future.
" I have been a fool!'' he declarell. " In the future, Frank, I will
do just as you say."
"1 am glad to hear you say that," said Frank.. "I will not advise
you for your injury, depend upon it."
" I know that well."
This ended the episode.
Gladwell was saved and nil on board the Van were overjoyed.
Sado-Dak bad been g:ven a rich lesson and stood in fear of the
Electric Van.
But this very fear made him craft.y and treacherous.
He was determined to get square with Frank Reaue, Jr., in some
way.
On the other hand, the young inventor was determined to get out
of Sado-Dak's 1vny ag quickly as poesible.
Accordingly, withou~ so IIIIICh as wishing the treacherous prince
good-day, he started the Van to the northward.
Along the verge or the great jungle for twenty miles the Van
travele:l.
Then Frank selP.cted a good spot and drove ibe Van into the jungle
at full speed.
The monster carrriage went crashing through the dense grasses,
and suddenly came into an open space in the very lleart of tile wilds.
It was a picturesque spot, and Frank, impelled by some motive,
pressed the lever and brought the Van to a stop.
He had no sooner done this than a great cry went up from Barney.
"Begorra, Misther Frank, wud yez Ink at the loikes of tl:at!"
At til at instant a wild scream came from 1he depths of the jungle,
and out into the open dashed a Hindoo hunter.
He was out of breath and panting with terror.
Behind him, with long strides, came a powerful tiger of the maneating species.
" Help, snllib, help!" shrieked the unfortunate llindoo.
"Give him a shot!" cried Frank Reade, Jr.
But before any could get tlleir rilles or make use of them the tiger
was upon the Hindoo.
The fierce beast crushed the luckless fellow to the ground.
He fastener! his powerful jaws in the Hindoo's slloulder.
Barney llacl got his rifle just in readiness to tire wllen out into the
open sprang another tiger.
"Don't tire!" cried Frank Reade, Jr. "You'll bit the man."
" Bejabers, I'll kill tile other beast!" cried Barney.
So the Celt drew aim at the other tiger and blazell away.
The bullet went to a vital spot.
The t.uge beast rolled over in the death agony.
But no sooner had this been accomplished, when, with deep, cavernous roars, two more tiger~ sprang out of tile jungle.
They were powerful specimens, and descended into the open with
most savage mien.
The place seemed a regular tigers' <len.
"Begorra, phwat have we struck nowT" cried B~rney, excitedly.
His voice seemed to marlden the man-eaters. With hoarse roars,
they sprang for the cage and the next moment came against its aides.
CHAPTER VII.
ELECTRIFYING THE TIGERS,

THE force with which tho tigers assailed the cage was tremendous.
But the tine steel netting was by far too strong.
It successfully resisted their weight and tile pressure.
In vain the tigers tried to force ~heir way through the netting.
They clawed and tore at the netting tier::ely.
Up onto the top of the cago they climbe:l and tried their best to get
at the inmates of the cage.
Of course they were in perfect security and did not need to fear
the ravenous beasts.
But yet it was :mpossible to get a shot at them, as they were not
within range of any loop-hole.
But Frank Reade, Jr., quickly conceived an idea.
'fwo live wires handled with insulated gloves were brought from the
dynamo room.
·
Barney took one and Frank the other, while Pomp turned on the
full force of the current.
Til en Frank thrust one of the wires up through the netting until it
touched a paw of one of the tigers.
Barney did the same with the other paw.
This mude a circuit.
They were tile hinder paws of the beast. Frank cried to Pomp:
"Turn on the current. Give it the full force."
Pomp ditl as requested.
The circait was instantly made.
The efl"ect was tllrilling.
In an instant a terrible tbroe went tllrougll the body of the tiger
and it sank down dead.
Deatll bad come instantly.
The mate of tile tiger seemed amazed at the fate of his companion.
But even while he was apparently marveling thereat, he suffered a
like fate.
Meanwhile, Glad well had got a allot at the tiger that had the llindoo llunter in its clutches.
The shot wounded but did not kill the beast, and it went limping
off into tile jungle in fear.

Gladwell and Barney left the Van &nd went to the side of the
Hindoo.
But the fellow wos dead.
" Well," said tte circus manager, as he returned, " if tbis is a
sample oft'' " kind of auimnla we are to meet in the jungle, we shall
have our hands full."
·
Then he gazed regretfully at the dead tigers.
" What a tlne sllowing they would have made in my menagerie!" he
declared. "It was n. pity to kill tllem!"
EveryLody laughed at this.
Once more the Van started to enter deeper into tbe jungle.
Progress was slow but sure.
·
At length ui)!htfall came and found the Van deep in the lleart of the
Bang Chu jungl,•.
It was u thrilling position.
Wild animals or all species were numerous in that place.
Witll the setting in of darkness the distant llowl of tile hyena was
heard.
Soon the shadows were filled with the forms of these ferocious
animals.
Of coarse our friends were all safe in the Vuo.
Yet it wns not exactly pleasant to sit so near to snell a frightful array of foe~.
Only the thin network separated our explorers from death.
Tigers and leopards and wild cats came down upon the lop of the
cage and made ,·iolent efforts to get into lhe cage and make a meal
upon 1ts occupauts.
But this they were fortunately unable to do.
"In all my life I never saw so many wild beasts!'' declared Frank
Reude, Jr. "Really, it is appalling. I don't wonder that the Hin·
doo nali ves never dare to in vade these jungles."
•' Begorra, it's the worst 1 iver saw!'' cried Barney; " tbis beats our
thrip to Central Africa."
"Golly! Dis cllile am not parsbal to lions an' sich like!" said Pomp.
"De Bible aez dat de lamll sllalllay down wif de !ton, but I done fink
de po' lamb wouldn't stan' mucll show yer 'longside o' dese yer lions!"
" I reckon tlley wouldn't, Pomp!'' declared Gladwell. •· But I've
got an idea!"
" What am it, sah !"
" Suppose you get your banjo and play a tune. Let us see what
effect it will have upon the beasts."
Barney and Pomp went after their instruments with alacrity.
Barney came out with Ilia fiddle and Pomp with his banjo.
They struck up lively tune11 and playe:l for some moments.
'rhe etlect was magical.
Singularly enough, the hyenas ceased howling, and the tigers ceeaed
their loud roaring.
The bea@ts seeu:ecl to be spell-bound by the music.
They appeared to listen intently. But the moment the music
stopped they began to howl again.
·• Who can any that music hath not charms to soothe the breast of
savage beast!" quoth Gladwell. "I think you two chaps could
charm some of those animals so that I ·could get them into my
menagerie."

Everybody laughed at this.
But suddenly a peculiar thing happened.
.
The hyenas seemed to divide and alink awny,
Some powerful infiuence seemed to llave assailed the beasts.
Frank was tile first to perceive the meaning of this.
He saw a white form suddenly emerge from tile depths of the jun-

gl~bere wa~ something so majestic and so dignified about the appear-

ance of this wllite figure thnt he could not help but nota it.
"Look!" be cried. "As I live, it is the white tiger!''
Instantly the occupants of the cage seemed to partake of the same
species of awe os had pervaded the beasts. ·
All gazed in silence for a momGnt at that grand white ftgure.
Then Glad well broke the silence.
" By the great horn-spoon!" he cried. "I must have that for my
menagerie."

Frank Reade, J1'., sprang to the search-light and turned it full upon
the object or their interest.
The effect was sublime.
There, fully revealed, was the white tiger, and a beautiful specimen
he was.
He stood gnzing at the Van, lashing his long tail slowly.
The glare or the electric light did not seem to disconcert him in the
least.
"Magnificent!" cried Glad Willi. "I must have him for my showr•
" What shall we tlo1" asked Frank, picking up his rifle. •• We can
get him dead hut I fear not alive!"
" Wait! Don't shoot him. There may be a way yet to get him!"
"I guess not."
At this moment t~e white tiger gave utterance to a tremendous
roar.
It was so pow6rful and sonorous as to seem to make the ground
tremble.
Then down across the intervening space came the beautiful monster.
Straight for the Van he came.
As his white body was hurled against the steel netting Frank tried
a shot at him through one of the loop-holes.
But the tiger was clinging to the netting nnd this was impossitle.
Frank t~ought of the electric. wires and calltld to Barney.
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The Celt came, but just too la~e.
The tiger went up over the top of the Van and then away into the
jun gle at full speed.
He was a-one from sight almost instantly.
That wa~ the last seen or the white tiger that night.
The howllno-s or the beasts was not conducive to good sleep, and
yet our e:&plo~ers were so extremely tired that they were glad to snc·
cumb to slumber.
.
When morning came the hvenas disappeared.
But three buae tigers were crouched upon the top of the cage.
Ponlll and B;rney wanted Lo give them an electric shock.
But• Frank said:
"We will give them a ride."
A~ay went tho Van, crashing through the jungle.
It was a novel experience to the tigers, and evtdently not a pleasant
one, for they leaped down from their perch nnd vanished into the jungle.
A every turn w1ld beasts were encountered.
There was no doubt but that our adventurera were now right in the
pejl:_rt or the jungle.
;J:'rank ha.d begun to ~ook for the large lake which had been de• sr ribed to btm by the natives.
He had seen QOthing as yet of the fearful hydra-beaded dragon said
t o exis~ in these parts.
But he bnd no doubt as to the existence or huge snakes.
Indeed, as the Van was going through a dense part or the jungle,
one of the mighty monsters threw its huge folds completely about the
Van.
The python tried to crush the steel structure.
But its utmost pressure did not even make the frame-work creep.
This python seemed even larger than ti.Je one which had been capt•ured and sent borne.
Gladwell was consumed with a mighty desire to secure this new
specimen.
"I tell you he would be worth five thousand dollars in America!'
be declared. "We ought to have him."
' But Barney cut the monster in two through one of the loop-boles.
•£his spoiled him for a specimen.
, Suddenly the Van came out upon a hage open tablelaod in the cenltar of tbe mighty jungle.
This table land was dry and arid, and seemingly devoid of anything to support life.
Yet, as the Van glided out upon th~ level expanse, a wonderful
spectacle was presented.
There, not t'lve:hundred yards:distant, stood an animal which, for size
and peculiar shape, our adventurers had never before seen the lik\) or.
It was a near approach to the elephant, though much larger and
weightier.
Its botly was covered with a long growth o~ thick brown hair. Its
!head was or tremenduous proportions, and huge tusks were curling
•outward from its jaws for the length of lull fifteen feet.
" What on llarth is that?" gasped the circus n:an.
"Begorra, yez ought to have that fer yer show!"
"Golly! I done fink dat beat Jumbo sky high!"
But
Frank Reade, Jr., was the first one to hit upon the character of
1
•the animal with any degree or accuracy.
I
CHAPTER VIII.
THE LAKE SERPENT.

"WHAT Is it, Frank!'' asked Gladwell.
"It IS a specimen of the megatherium family I" said Frank, positive·
ly. "An animal (Qr centuries believed to have been extinct. But
\here is cer::.ainlv a living specimen."
. The explorers gazed with wonderment most intense upon this speci·
·men of the suppo3ed extinct mammoth.
· It was an animal or certainly monstrons proportions. Jumbo, the
famous giant elephant, was n'it to be compared with this monster.
The megatherium, for such il,muat be called, seemed to be cropping
~orne stunted grass which grew·n110n the plain.
It appeared to ta,;e no notice whatever of the adventurers.
Indeed, the Van glided quite near to the monster, hardly attractin~
its attention.
The explorers were given a good opportunity to study this monster
specimen or an extinct race.
Whether the megatherlum had a mate or not they had no means or
/mowing. None was seen.
" What would not scientists give to be here at this moment!" cried
~rank Reade, Jr., with excitement.
~ 1 ' You are right," agreed Gladwell. "It would be a dls~overv of
1\'alue to them. Oh,how I woultllilte !Jim for my show! There'd be a
million dollars in that fellow."
Everybody laughed at this.
~rank did not venture too naar the mammoth, for be did not know
what sort of freak the animal would talte.
A- slight blow o! its trunk must have been enough to have derr.ollsbed the F.lectric Van.
The creature kept on for some time feeding.
Then suddenly it started away with long strides into the jungle.
Its coqrse made a literal rca<! way through the dense growth.
Frank turned the Van across the pllun, and suddenly a cry escaped
arney's lips.
Be pointed to the south ward.
",Do yez see it, Misther Frank!" he cried.

£0 VAN.
"What?"
11
"Shure it's watber!"
Frank 11aw at a glance that Barney was right.
A long line of silver was visi!Jle in the south. It was beyond doubt
a body or water.
'l'bat it was the lake mentioned by the natives there was little doubt.
Frank beaded the Electric Van towards it.
"Now for the serpent of the lake, as described by the Hindoos at
Calcutta!" he cried. "I believe it a myth!"
"So do I!" cried Gladwell, rubbing hili hands; "bu~ if it is a real·
ity, I hope we can rig up some scheme to capture him and ruu him
into my ~how.''
Tbe Van every moment drew nearer to the body of water.
It was easy to see that It was a large luke.
Also it was dotted with islands.
Tropical foliage lined its shores, except where they broached upon
tbe plain.
There they were sandy and shelving and a broad beach extended
from the water's edge.
The Van was brought to a halt here. No wild animals were In
sight and it was deemed safe to alight.
Tbe water looked tempting, and Barney and Pomp proposed a
swim in it.
It was quite a relaxation, after having been confined in the Van for
so long.
There was no fear or the dreaded serpent described by the Hindooe,
for our adventurers believed it a myth.
Barney and Pomp threw off their clothes and leaped into the -warm
waters.
Both were expert swimmers, and this was a rr..re treat for them.
They dived to the sandy bottom or the lake, and brought up beauti·
ful shells and pebbles.
Barney, in diving, saw a brilliant, flashing light in the sand, au·u
picked up the pebble which caused it.
When be came to the surface l.te held it up triumphantly.
" Begorru, it's the purtiest wan yet!" he cried. " Shure, there's all
colors av the rainbow in it!"
Frank Reade, Jr., chanced to catch sight or it, and cried:
"Hold on, Barney! Let me look at the stone!''
"All roigbt, sor!"
The young inventor took the pebble in his hand.
One glance was enough.
"Upon my word, Barney!" he exclaimed, excitedly, "you have
found a treasure! This is a genuine diamond!"
.
" Wburroo!" cried the astonished Celt. "Yez don't mean it, sor!"
"Yes, I do."
" A diamond, sor!"
"Sure!''
"Begorra, wud yez Ink at the luck av mel Shure, an' is it worth
much?"
" Four or five thousand, I should think."
Barney's delight was beyond expression. He could hardly control
himself.
Gladwell was the most excited of any.
" Surely, we are in good diamond dtgginga!'' be cried. " Oh, how
I wish I could swim!"
Tbe circus manager went to digging in the sands, in the hope of
finding a vast treasure.
But though Pomp and Barney dived repeatedly and explored the
· bed of the lake well, they found no more.
This beautiful specimen seemed a fugitive in the locality.
There was nothing in the appearance of the soil or the locality to
suggest the possibility or its being a diamond region.
It was a beautiful spot here by the lake, and Frank pictured it as
1 just such a spot ns Adam and Eve might have sought in the palmy
days of Eden.
The day was spent upon the shores of the lake, and everybody
thoroughly enjoyed it.
Barney and Pomp were exceedingly happy, and bad a jolly time in
the water.
Occasionally the cries of wild beasts could be heard In the distant
·
jungle.
Once a tiger was seen to descend upon a helpless antelope and bear
it away in triumph.
But none or the beasts ventured into the open in broad daylight.
But the day did not pass without a thrilling incident.
So secure did our adventurers feel in this spot that they did not take
the usual precautions against attack.
Gladwell was some distance away in a sand-bank looking for diamonds.
Frank Reade, Jr., was the only one aboard the Van.
Barney and Pomp had dressed and were having a friendly wrestle
in the sand, when suddenly there was a commotion in the wateu of
the lake.
A atrange·looking object arose from the water.
It looked at first like the head of a huge monster of the turtle
species.
Frank was the first to see it, and he was petrified with astonishment
at the spectacle which ensued.
The waters of the lake seeme:l to boil, as it some auge body was
diPporticg itself there.
Then up into the air to the height of fully a dozen fee' reared the
head and coils of a monster snake.
It was truly a frightful eight.

.,;
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~ snake's body was dark with a reddish tinge upon the belly. Its

Into the water they leaped.
Away they ewam hke veritable ducks.
ad was a frightful sight for fangs.
,
' Barney and Frank tumbled over each other in"their excitement and
Nearer the supposed rock they drew every moment.
But Pomp was the better swimmer.
uorror.
He was far ahead of Barney.
"Golly fo' glory!" sr.reamed Pomp. " We'se gwine fo' to be swallowed up ali be jes' as suah as you'se bo'n !"
He bade fair to reach the rock long before the Celt.
" Bejabers, not if I know it!" roared Barney, making a break for
The latter splashed and splurged in the water in a vain attemp.t, ta.
catch up with the darky.
·
the Van.
No use.
l .
Gladwell, terrified at the appalling spectacle, had also made a dash
for safety.
Pomp reached the rock and crawled upon it.
Frank threw open the doors of the Van and called to his com·
He was about to turn and wave his arms derisively to Barney, wl}en,
panione.
an astonishing thing occurred.
,
There was little need of this, for they were coming with all speed.
The supposed rock suddenly moved beneath him.
A moment more and Barney and Pomp came dashing into the 1 Up it went out of the water higher and presenting a broader Slirwagon.
1 face.
Glad well followed them.
Then, to the darky's amazement, he saw that he was upoa the
Barney sprang to the motor and Frank was at the wheel.
back of a giant turtle, the like of which he had never before seen.
The gaze of all was upon the monster of the lake.
The turtle evi<lently felt his weight upon its back, for it staP~ .a ,
It was an appalling sight.
full speed across the Ia ke.
'
• 11
Those who beheld it never forgot it to their dying day.
Pomp was so bewildered that for a moment he could not act.
~
The huge iierpent seemed to fill the body of the lake, so huge were
Barney saw the situation and started for the shore full tilt.
its proportions.
The Celt had no desire to remain longer in waters which held sucbf
Indeed, it would have easily passed for the fabled sea serpent, fam- monsters.
,t
ous in the lore of sea captains.
Pomp recovered himself and made action.
Its length Frank could not accurately estimate, but he guessed
With a yell of terror he made a leap from the. turtle's back.
it to be fully seventy feet.
Down into the water he went, and coming up also struck out for
The reptile appeared to be a monster specimen of a species of water the shore.
snake not uncommon in some parts of India, and which are said to
The terror of the darKy and the Celt was comical to witness.
reach the length eaoily of thirty and forty feet.
But the turtle was fully as terrified as either.
Water pythons they were called by the natives, and, indeed, it
The reptile struck out at railroad speed for the m1dt1l f the lake,
W0Uid seem that they well merited the name.
where it went below the surface.
The explorers watched the movements of the reptile with a peculiar
Barney and Pomp emerged from the water and made for their cloth&
dull horror and fascination.
ing.
~
The water python did not seem to see them.
They donned it antl returned in post-haste to the E\Pctric Van.
At least it made no movement toward them, but continued to disIt was their last swimming excursion in the jungle of Bung Chu.
port itself in the lake.
Neither could be induced to enter the lake a11;ain.
'
Finally it took a long dive and came up fully a mile ·away and was
Darkness was now settling down thick and fast.
seen to pull its monster body out of the water and crawl into the
Barney and Pomp were elected to take turns keeping watch.
1
jungle.
They sat up until a late hour, however, playing the banJO and violin
All drew a breath of relief.
and singing jolly songs.
"Well,'' averred Frank Reade, Jr., "that beats all the snakes I
At length, however, all retired to rest but B~rney.
ever saw."
The night was clear and moonlit, and the Celt could see objects!
"The natives were right," declared Gladwell; "the monster serpent very distinctly across the plain.
is no myth. Qh, if I only had him for my show!''
He remained by the l'er board and steering wheel ready to start.
"It is lucky that the monster did not attack us.''
the d,!mamos at a moment's notice.
"You are tight!"
The night hours wore away slowly.
"It would have crushed the VaR with its ponderous weight."
Barney was drowsy, but he was too faithful a senti11el to give way
"Begorra, I'd a good moind to take a shot at it," cried Bamey.
to sleep.
"Huh! I done fink no bullet would ldll dat snake!" declared
He kept a good watch of the lake and plain, and after a time ha-.
Pomp.
1
came impressed with a queer fact.
1
"Phwat do yez know about it, naygur!" demanded Barney.
The surface of the lake seemed suddenly to become alive with wrig·•
"Pomp is right!" averred Frank Reade, Jr. "No ordinary bullet gling creaturP.s.
would have killed that snake. It is lucky that you did not tire, Barney,
To all appearance they were snakes of various lengths not exceed >)
or the reptile might have turned on us, and much to our S<>rrowl"
six or seven feet.
(
"That's right!" cried Gladwell. "I don't beliPve we will be able ingThey
appeared to perambulate about upon the lake's surface.
to capture that monster for my show, Mr. Readet''
"Begorra,
that's
queer
enough,''
muttered
Barney.
"Am
I
dram"No, I thmk not!" said Fnnk, dryly. "We will draw the lion at in' or is it an optical illusbion!"
snakes seventy feet long!"
But Barney soon beeame convinced that it was neither.
''
What new wonders the Bang Chu jungle held our explorers could
He turned the electric search-light about in such a position that its
only imagine.
t
But now that the monster snake had disappeared the courage or all rays fell upon the water.
The wriggling forms were squirming thickest in the glare of the
)·'
returned.
As it was getting near dusk it was decided to remain upon the spot light.
Then a comprehension of the truth burst upon Barney.
for the night.
" Bejabers, I have it!" he cried; ~·the place is aloive with eels!"
There was no longer any fear of the monster serpent.
The Celt had hit upon the truth.
.
Attracted by the electric lights of the Van an immense number of
eels had rise a from the bed of the lake.
CHAPTER IX.
Hundreds of them could have been netted with ease upon the
THE MONSTER TURTLE.
shores of the lake.
THE reptile might not return, and even if it did, there was no actual
Barney scratched his head.
harm that it was likely to do so long as our adventurers took care not
"Shure there's no harrum in eels,'' ]]e muttered', "but phwativer
to trouble his snakeship.
else is there lives in that lake! Shure, I wondher how we iver come
en was a more desirable place to camp than in the forest.
out av it alive!"
'I
So Frank decided to spend the night upon the spot.
Of one thing the lake seemed free and this was crocodiles.
t·
Camp-fires were made in the sand, and things made ship-shape.
But while Barney's attention had been claimed by the lake he had
But Barney and Pomp were possessed of a powerful deeire to take
failed to keep an eye upon the plain.
one more dip in the limpid waters of the lake.
From that direction there now came a hoarse, thunderous roar.
or course there was the risk of the return of the serpent.
Barney turned and saw what appeared like a mighty black hilL movBut they finally overmastered their fears and repaired to the lake
ing down upon the Van.
shore.
t,'
In an instant the Celt sprang up.
Out in the lake they now espied what looked like a black, round,
"May the Vargin save us!'' he cried; "phwativer is coming now?'
crowned rock above the water's surface.
It
was
the
huge
mammoth
the
explorers
had
seen
in
the
afternoon.
It seemed a bit curious to them that they had not espied this beThe monster was coming straight for the Van with a tread which
~
fore.
shook the earth.
'
But they attached no Aignificance to the fact.
It was swinging its huge trunk and bellowing loudly. Barney was
"Well," cried Pomp, with a comical grimace, "I done like to make
.one lily hit ob a wager wif yo', sah,"
imbued with an awful terror.
"Yez wo·ald, eb?"
But yet the Celt had sufficient presence of mind to press the dy"Fo' suab."
namo key.
The Van glided forward and out of the path of the mammoth.
"Well, phwat is it, naygur?"
Barney let the Van run ahead for one hundred yards and then stop" I like to. bet wif yo' dat I swim ou~ to dat rock rust.''
\ " Yez mane to say that yez kin beat me to that rock?"
peel it.
"Yo' am got it.''
The danger was paS!Ad.
v
_.~
The megatherium bad not attempted to pursue the an
"." Well, bP-jabers, I'll take yez up on that!'' cried Barney.
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In fact, the hul!:e animal's purpose had been apparently not to attack the Van but to reach the water.
It now waded into the lake and proceeded to cut up curious antics.
With its huge trur.k it took up vast quantities of water and spouted it into th e air aud over itself.
It seemed to be part of a regular course of ablutions pursued by the
g1ant animal, and was a sight to behold.
The starting up of the Van and the din made by the monster had
aroused the others.
All watched the performances or the megatherium with keenest in~rest.
..
For some while the huge monster continued its play in the water.
Then it marched out and away across the plain.
No other incident worthy of note occurred t!Jat night.
But ~he next day Gladwell carne to Frank Reade, Jr.
"Don't you think it about time to try and bag a white tiger!" he
ask eel.
"We will try it to-day!" replied Frank.
"Alive?"
"Oil, of course!"
This plensed the circus manager, who anteretl into the plans with
great interest.
But in orLler to bag the tiger it was necessary first to find one.
A pathway through tile jungle was fouml and through this the
Electric Van made its way.
The deeper they penetrated into the jungle the more evidence our
- adventurers found of the existence of wilt! beasts.
At every turn tbe lair of a tiger, a wolf or a panther was invaded.
The savage animals in the majority of cases made off in fear.
But there were some disposed to dispute the situation.
Such usually fell victims to the bnllets of the explorers.
To capture a white tiger aUve, Frank knew was no light uodertaking.
,
Yet the young inventor had fully made up his mind to that end.
And with Frauk Reade, Jr., to undertake an enterprise was seldom
to fail.
The circus manager, Gladwell, was in the highest of s;>irits.
The closest watch was kept lor the coveted prize.
But they had penetrated miles or the jungle before they were rewarded with success.
Then, coming out at the base of a slight eminence, Frank Reade,
Jr., saw a fine specimen of the wonderful white tiger leisurely walking
across the clearing.
At once Frank pressed tile lever and brought the Van to a stop. '
Gladwell was fearfully excited and wanted to start at once in pursuit.
But Frank Reane, Jr., restrained him.
"Hold on where you are!" he said. "Don't do anything rash!"
"But how are you going to capture the beauty?" asked the Circus
manager.
" Leave that to me!"
"It looks as if you would just allow him to escape!''
"If you tbmk you can capture the tiger alive, you had better try
it.''
•
This silenced Gladwell.
He saw the absurdity of his ideas, and replied:
"All rigb~. Frank. Pardon my haste. I am excited."
"But this is not a time to get excited," said Frank. "Now is
when you want a cool and steady nerve."
"You are right."
Frank watched the tiger closely.
He became satisfied presently that they we.re not far from the tiger's
lair.
Indeed, at that moment the beast paused before a rocky opening in
the side of the hill.
The beast glared at the Van a moment, and then, lashing its tail,
entered t.he place.
Frank Reade, Jr., started the Van forward quickly.
"Get re~dy, all!'' he cned. "Now we have some li'ely work to do.
I mean to bag that tiger ali'\'e!"
The others needed no second bidding, but at oooe responded to the
caU.
CHAPTER X.
CAPTURING A TIGER.

"BUT how are you going to capture that beast alive, Frank?" asked
Gladwell.
·
"AsK no questions but follow my directions,'' said the young Inventor, tersely.
Barney and Pomp were directed to alight from the Van and take
their stations near the mouth of the tiger's den.
Of course there was some little r1sk in this.
The tiger might come out to the attack.
In that case it would be safer to be in the Van than outside.
But Frank was inclined to take a few chances, for he knew that this
was necessary before success could be assured.
But the tiger did not come out to the attack.
The savage beast wisely and prudently r'lmained ill its lair.
Frank now produced from the wagon locker a large and heavy net
of coarsest and toughest material.
This he spread over the mouth of the cave.
One more net was brought forth and placed over this one.
One end of the net was held by Barney and the other by Pomp.

J

Then Frank said:
•· Now, when the tiger cornea out, be sure and pull hard on the net.
When once he is in the meshes, don't be afraid of him, but rush up
and wiud him up in it. Do you see?"
"All roight, sor!"
"We'll jes' do dat!"
"P2haw:" exclaimed Gladwell in disgust. "Do you expect-to net
the tiger!''
;
"That is just it,'' replied Frank.
"Y()u can't do that!"
"Wby?''

"He will tear those nets into strings."
"Do you believe that?"
"Of course!"
"Well," said Frank, sarcastically, "perl1aps you can advocate a
better way?''
" I can!"
"What?"
":We can make a trs.p or the Van, bait it anti wait until tte tiger is
inside and then cloae the doors.''
Frauk Reade, Jr., was disgusted.
•· I gave you credit for more sense than that, Glad well!" he said.
"Yon should have kuown better."
Then be proceecteLI to bring out a quantity of oiled waste and rags.
This he placed in the mouth of tile cavern.
It was but a moment's work to ignite them.
In a jifl'y they were ablaze, and then Frank threw a blanket over
the mouth of the cavern.
This seDL the smoke and fumes down Into the cavern.
Some little time passed.
'l'lle pile of oil waste burned and smoked intensely.
Certainly the tiger was getting a fine taste or it.
Frank believed Lbat the smoke would be mortl th an tile beast could
stand, and that he would soon seek more congenial quarters.
In this he was right.
·
After a time there came a loud roar from the cavern.
"Look out, boys!'' cried Frank. "He is coming."
This proved true.
Out into the outer air sprang the white form or the tiger.
But right into the net he went and was instantly entangled In its
meshes.
With a cheer Barney and Pomp ru9hed up.
They ran around tile entrapped and struggling tiger, winding the
meshes closer nnd closer.
'!he huge hea8t snarled and howled and struggled.
In vain its powerful claws strove to tear away the net.
It was rutile.
The powerful strands held, and the tiger was effectually entrapped.
Like flo fly in the web of a spider, the powerful beast was helpless.
All tearing about and roaring was of no avail.
"Hurrah!" cried Frank, "we have his tigership.''
Then he turne<l to Gladwell:
"Now what do you think of my plans for trapping tigers?"
''I haven't a word to say," declared the circus proprietor. "You
are too much for me as well as for the tiger."
"Tten you acknowledge that?''
"I do.''
"That settles it," said FranK, with a laugh. "But there is your
tiger. He may struggle some, but he can't get away."
"Egad!" exclaimed the delighted Gladwell, "I can hardly belie1·e
my good luck. That I should have gained possession of the greatest
drawing attraction iu the world makes me very happy.''
' 'You are the only showman in the world who can exhibit a white
tiger."
"It is a great card."
"It ought to be."
"But-what w1ll we do with the beast?" asked Gladwell.
"What we did with the Rnake. Cage him and ship him to Amer•
ica.''
" Ah, but how will we gt!t him to Calcutta?"
"Easy enough," 8aid Frank. "Pot him aboar<l the Van and carrJ
him to Hudi Jan. There charter a freight car and ship him to Calcutta as he is. Your agents tsere can cut away the nets, make a Rnitable cage, and send him borne to your partner by the first steamer.''
Gladwell rubbed his hands In glee.
"'l'he only white tiger!" be muttered. " Ahl that will draw the
world!''
All now laid bands on the tiger.
He was a monster, but they finally dragged him aboard the Van.
Then Frank Reade, Jr., declared his intention of returning to Hudl
Jan.
"We can do nothing more an til this fellow is shipped!" he declared.
"We may return to the jungle later!"
Nobody WllS averse to this.
Indeed, Bt.roey and Pomp were more than willing to get ont of the
jungle for a time.
;.:: So, with the white tiger securely bound by the meshes of the net,
the Electric Van started on the back trail.
It did not require a greut length or time to return to the open
country.
The Van came out not far from the vi!Jage ofSado-Dak.
It was good clear going now, and Frank sent the Van tearing along
toward Hudi Jan.
In due cot~rae the Van reached the small railway station.
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The natives kept on hacking at the car. .In a few moments they woultl have ~ucceeded iu cutting thPir way in.
But the volley tired from the Van ovet· their heads was not without
white tiger.
Their religion taught them that the white tigers were under the pro- effect.
Part
of them recoiled.
tection of Brahma, and they never all'ected to hunt them.
Again Frank Reade, Jr., shouted:
But Frank Reade, Jr., did not care for this.
" Get away from there or it l"ill be the worse tor you!''
His faith was never of the superatiuous order. Therefore the white
In reply the natives came yelling toward the Van.
tiger was not sacred in his eyes.
Shots were tired, and Fran!' narrowly escaped them.
But men were found to prepare a box car with iron bars.
The young iuve11tor dodged into the cage.
Into tbis the supposed violent and da~:gerous wild beast was placed.
Tho Hind3os, like a pack of savage wolves, were coming down upon
Then the white tiger was billed to Gladwell's agent in Calcutta,
.
the Van with great fury.
with directions to ship to America.
There was no use in further delay.
'
All this had been done, and our explorers were about to re-enter
It was a question of self-preservation, and Frank cried:
the Van and return to the jungle for fresh adventures when a new in"Give 1t to them!"
cident occurred.
The rifles liashell and bullets sped through the air.
Suddenly a loud shouting was heard at the lower end of the vill~;ge.
The volley was given with deadly etl'ect, too. A number of the
Frank Reade, Jr., saw a large gang of the natives coming, armed
Hindoos fell.
with spears and guns.
Frank set the Van going forward at full speed.
They were evidently in a very excited frame of mind, and the Van
The Hindoos in vain tried to check its course.
seemed to be tbe object of their spite.
It mowed a path through them, and destructive volleys were given.
"What's up?" exclaimed Gladwell, In surprise. "Something is
In less than three minutes the Van was master of the situation.
wrong wtth the natives."
The natives were fleeing for their lives and did not return.
"So it seems!" replied Frank, in surprise. "I don't understand
Now the emp!oyees of the railroatl came out and in terms of much
it."
sincerity they pressed their regret to Frank that such a thing ball
"They are coming toward us!"
occurred.
''Yes."
Frank was shrewd enough to hold them responsible.
"What have we done to disgruntle them!"
"We are not rt!sponsible, sahib, for the acts of a lawless mob!" de"I don't know.''
"Begorra, Misther Frank!" cried Barney, "I'm thinking we must c!ared the head chief vf the railroad. "We can have no control over
be on the watch for thim rapscallions!"
such a crew!"
•• Do you mean to say that you are not in sympathy with that gang!"
"Right you are!'' cried Gladwell. "They evidently menu us harm."
"Golly fo' massy sakes alibe!" cried Pomp, "does yo' see 'em com- asked Frank.
"I assure you of that, sahib!"
in', Marse Frank?"
"Then you will oblige me by protecting that car."
"Everybolly e;et their rifles," cried Frank, "but don't fire until I
" Sahib, an en11:ine shall be brought up and it shall be carried at
give you orders."
"All roight, sort"
once to Calcutta," declared the railroad official.
The natives now came ou rapidly.
"Very well!"
They made menacing gestures as they neared the Van.
And this was carried out to the letter.
The Van had no more trouble with the natives in Hucli Jan.
But the sight of the rifle muzzles protruding from the Van was the
Indeed, they rather affected great friendship for the Americans.
means of bringing them to a halt.
A few hour8 later one of the peasant class came to the Van in au
Then one of their number advanced with his hands held up as a
token of amity.
agony of grief and tears.
Frank went to a loophole.
"Oh, sabibs," be eried, "I humbly pray thee to help me. The man·
"Well,'' he asked, tersely, "what do you want, sir?"
eater bas carried away my youngest child to the jungle. I know not
"Great prince, we salute you," said the fellow, obsequi<rusly. but that tbe beast has devourP.d it, yet I woultl fa10 go to its help!"
"And It is a worthy m&n who sues thee!" crieu the railroad offi" We mean you no harm, but we come in the name of Brahma, to
warn you that one of our gods chosen bas been placed by you iu cial.
' FraDk Reade, Jr.'s sympathy was at once aroused.
durance vile.''
The story was quickly told.
"Indeed!" exclaimed Frank, in surprise. "Will you explain
The child bad been playing in the grove of palms near the buo~a
what?"
low, when a huge tiger bad pounced upon it ani bodily carriea it
" The white tiger, most noble prince.''
Frank saw the point at once.
away.
A party of armed men had pursued it to the Bang Chu jungle, but
The white tiger was regarded by the natives as a sac~ed beast.
It was akin to the sacred ox and was worshiped as a deity.
they dared go no further.
The child had no doubt been taken to the tiger' a lair..
Indeed, superstitions natives were known to have thrown themIt was probable that the innocent oae had IJeen tlevoured long beselves in the way of the white tiger, and considered rt a rare bit of
good fortune to be devoured by the white deity.
Core this.
But there were cases on record in which the tiger had kept its prey
Therefore, the act of the white men in capturing the tiger was desecration, and they could not permit it.
alive in its den even for days.
This hope bad remained in the agonized parent's breast.
Frank was disgusted with their ignorance, but he saw at once that
or course the Americans were all enlisted in his sympathy.
nothing he could say woul<l disabuse their minds of tl;e Idea.
"Begorra, we'llthrack down the baste, anyhow!" cried Barr.ey.
"Upon my soull'' be muttered. "What are we going' to do with
"Right!" cril•d Frank. "Show us the way, sahib, and we'll try
these fellows!''
"Eb?" exclaimed Gladwell. "What is it?"
nnd rescue your dear one.''
The Hindoo father wus overjoyed, and showed profuse expressions of
"It begins to look as if yon would not succeed in getting your white
gratitude upon the young inventor.
tiger out of the country.''
"Indeed! Why not!''
He led the wny to the spot in the jungle where the tiger bad en" These natives regard it as a deity, and demand that you get it terecl.
free!"
Frank sent the Van crashing through thll reeds.
But it wns not necessary to go tar or make an extended search beGladwell was an~ry.
"Never!" be fumed. "Tell them we will light them first. Alter fore the trail was struck.
In a clearing in the heart of the jungle the man-eater's tracks were
ali our trouble to capture h!m we will not give him up now!"
Frank was of Glad wall's mind, but before he could saJI anything to seen.
the natives matters were precipitated.
They extended into a part of the jungle too dense for the Vnn
Some of the Hindoos madP a break for the car in which the tiger togo.
was confined and made an effort to brenk into it.
Frank, however, was not to be bafl!ed.
They would no doubt have succeeded bud they been allowed to perHe l'eturoecl to Glad well and said:
severe.
"You will oblige me by remaining on guard aboard the Van.
But Frank Reade, Jr.'s anger was up and he called to Barney:
Barney and Pomp and I will go in quest of the tiger."
"Steer straight tor the car, Barney. Fire a volley over their
"All right, sir!" agreed Gladwell. "I will do my duty."
heads!"
Barney and Pomp were delighted with the idea of a hunt in the
jungle.
They procured their weapons and hastily joined Frank.
CHAPTER XI.
But the young Inventor now produced what was really one of his
PUNISHING THE HINDOOS.
most wonderful inventions.
This was a coat of mail ma..ie or theHuest and toughest steel, and
MATTERS were gettin~ exciting.
Frnnk Reatle, Jr.'s olood was up and he was incensed at the blind which was capable of resisting a rifle ball.
From head to foot this coat or mail covered the wearer.
ignorance and stupidity of natives who would consider the white tiger
Barney and Pomp each bad a suit as well as Frank.
a deity.
" Are yez goiu' to put on tbim, Mist her Frank?" asked BarnPy.
" I'll fix them!" he muttered.
.
"Yes," replied the young inventor. "Get into them lively!"
.as the Van bore down toward the car Frank went out on the platThe two servitors quickly obeyed.
form ami shouted:
The coats of mail would certninly be n great pro~ection against the
" Get away from there! Let that car alone!"
tiger's teeth and claws in case either was assailed.
But he might as well have talked to empty air.
The natives there were astounded at sight of Frank's captive.

It was the first time that they bad ever known of the capture of a
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Frank soon had the little Hindoo child in his arms.
Thus equipped they left the Van.
It was just opemug its eyes as he picked ·it up.
It was au easy matter to follow the tiger's trail through the deep
After a long period of insensibility, the little one was returning to
,
grass.
consciousness.
For some distance it was followed.
Frank
caressed it and preventej its giving way to greater terror.
Frank looked apprehensively for blood marks.
The child in a few moments was prattling away happily in its
He would not have been surprised to have found the marks of the
native tougue.
rending in pieces of the victim.
The return was made to the Van.
But nothing of this sort was discovered.
But before they reached it shots were beard.
The trail finally led from the deepest part of the jungle into au open
When they suddenly came in sight of the vehicle, a thrilling sight
glade.
was beheld.
ouddenly Barney clutched Frank's arm wildly.
Two 'huge tigers were clinging to the cage and clawing fiercely, try"Howly Moses!" he gasped. "Wud yez luk at that!"
ing to get into it.
Indeed the spectacle was one well calculated to chill one's blood.
Gladwell was tremendously excited and was trying to get a shot at
From a distant copse the giant form of a tiger was seen to glide.
In the monster's jaws was the form or tl!e Hiodoo child held suspend- the tigers.
At sight of his returning companions l:e gave a shout.
ed by its dress.
. .
.
"Give them a sb!ll!'' be cried. "I can't get at them!"
The tiaet· was crossing the open slowly and ladlnng ll8 tat!.
"Steady all!" cried Frank Read., Jr. "Now give lt to them!"
It did ":!ot seem aware of the presence of its foes.
The three rifles cracked.
" Pl!wat shall we do, Misther Frunk?" cried Barney. " Wud yez
One of the tigers dropped.
give it a allot?"
Tbe other bounded !rom the top of the cage and away into the
" Wait a moment," said Frank.
woods.
He crept cautiously out into the long grass.
A few seconds later the three tiger hunters were clambering aboard
The result was startling.
the wagon.
Suddenly from another copse near a second tiger bounded forth.
Gladwell was overjoyed at their safe return.
With a hideous roar the brute seemed about to throw itself upon
"I heard the firing," he declared, "and I feared for you all."
the young inventor.
"Wburroo!" cried Barney. "Av we kape on, shure we'll make the
But Barney and Pomp's rifles spoke sharply.
record av the world on tiger hunting!''
The tiger was struck but not fatally woundeJ.
"Golly, dat am right!" cried Pomp. "I done fink dere am too
With a maddened roar it turned and daahed for the two servitors.
Frank gave one gl1.1nce in that direction. He saw that Barney and many tigers hereabouts fo' us though."
"You are right," agreed Frank. "We might bunt tigers all our
Pomp were well prepared.
lives ic this jungle, and then not succeed in clearing them out nt·
Therefore, he did not offer to go to their aid .
terly."
He was tbicking of the child in the grip of tlie other tiger.
"Then you think It best to give up the Idea o! :~leaning out the
'l'he effect of the melee upon the other tiger was surprising.
To Frank's surpnse he droppeJ the insensible child and turning Bang Chu jungle?" asked Gladwell.
"1 consider it an impossible feat," replied Frank.
faced Frank in seeming anger.
" But was not that one object of your mission to India?"
This was just wbnt the·young inventor wanted.
"Oh, certainly!"
He knew that if he could divert the tiger's attention now tile child
"And you will abandon it!"
miabt stand a chance of being saved.
So Frank raised his rifle, took steady aim and fired.
"or necessity."
"And will you soon return horne?"
He aimed directly for the beast's eye.
It wns a capital mark and Frank wne a <lenll shot.
"No,'' replied Frank. "I shall explore a part oflndo-Obina before
I am done with this excursion."
Under certain circumstances be could have dropped the animal.
"And may I accompany you?"
But the tiger moved its head just a little bit.
"Certainly!"
lt was enough to divert the bullet.
"A thousand thanks, Mr. ·Randel" cried the circus manager, rubThe leaden missile struck into the brute upon the hard bone j!JSt
bing his hands with great delight.
over the eye and glanced off the skull
It stunned and maddened the t1ger to a great extent.
"You will no doubt find some animals there worth shipping home."
The beast staggered for a. moment.
"I am sure of it."
·
Then with a maddened roar it started for Frank.
The Van was now headed for the return to Hudi Jan.
The young inventor had just time to get out of the way.
In a short while it emerged from the jungle at the spot where it
The beast, with a long stride, cleared the intervening distanee, but entered.
·
Frank dodged behind a banyan tree.
A large crowd or Hindoos were there In eager waiting.
The tiger passed him with the force of his impetus, but quickly
Among them was the Hiudoo lather.
Frank restored his child to him and the fellow's gratitude was be·
whirled.
This was Frank's opportunity.
yond expression.
He fired again.
He clasped his child to his breast and then fell down and kissed
This time tile bullet struck n vital spot.
Frank's !eel in his deep gratitude.
It penetrated the beast's hide just under the forearo::.
But the young inventor broke .away and sprang into the Van.
The tiger dropped dead Instantly.
"One more trip into the jungle," he cried, "then for Indo·Cbina!"
Barney and Pomp, however, were having a more serious time.
The Hindoos gave loud cheers or good feeling lor the travelers.
The tiger which nttacll:cd them was indeed a monster, and their bul·
Frank sent the Van once more Into the jungle and all began to look
lets seemed to have no more effect upon him than pellet8 from a blow now for new and thrilling incidents.
gun.
These were at hand, and in good store, as the near future revealed.
At such close quarters they were unable to avoid a close encounter.
For some hours the Van was kept at work cutting its way through
The tiger sprang upon Pomp and crushed him to the ground.
the jungle.
'
The monster's huge teeth grated upon the ,darky's mail-clad shoulFrank reckoned that they had come several miles, when suddenly a
der.
startling thing occurred.
But they ware not powerful enough to penetrate the flesh.
They had entered a clear space in the heart of the jungle.
Pomp drew a long knife and began jabbing it into the tiger's body.
Suddenly a curious BOund filled tbe air.
It was a terrific struggle.
It was a powerful hissing, like the escape of steam from a pipe.
Barney joined forces with Pomp and the battle went on.
"What on enrt!t is it?" cried Gladwell, springing up.
The tiger seemed really to have the p: overbial nine lives.
But Barney cried:
Barney was knocked down by the tiger's powerful paws half a dozen
" Fer goodness' sakes, wud yez jes luk at the ground!''
times.
An astounding spectacle was presented.
But the beast was getting weak, and as Frank Reade, Jr., now came
The ground was seen to be literaly covered with a wriggling, hiss·
up and put a bullet through him at short range, the battle was ended. ing mass or cobras.
They were so thick that they actullllly carpeted the ground, and
were"'crushed iu hundreds onder the wheels of the Van.
CHAPTER XII.
Frank had '.>rought the Van to a stop.
THE JUNGLE FIRE.
The reptiles were swarming up the spokes of the lVheels, striking
Ir was a plucky fight and a commendable victory for our ex- furiously right and left.
plorers.
"Upon my word, I never saw so many snakes before In my life!"
Two tigers lay dead upon the ground.
cried Gladwell.
There seemed to be no more iro the vicinity, or if so they did not
"Wlla' fo' goodness' sakes doe3 dey come from?" cried Pomp.
come to the attack.
"Begorra, it's a hull army ob dem on de march!" cried Barney.
Frank Reade, Jr., pulled himself together, as did Barney and
This was a seeming fact.
Pomp.
The snakes nil seemed to be working in one direction.
" Begorra, did yez iver see the lolkes av sich a baste as that wan?"
It was a curious phenomena.
cried the Celt. "He wud stand a rigimint nv min, I'm thinkin'."
But it was shortly explained in a most thrilling mann 9r.
"He was a powerful beast," agr·eed Frank.
Soddenly Frank cried:
"Golly! I done reel as if 1 had been run ober by a train ob cars!"
''Listen t"
declared Pomp, lugubriously.
From the distance there came a rumble like rolling thunder.
But now all thought or tbe object or the quest.
It seemed every instant to swell louder and louder.
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Then there was a crashing in the undergrowth and an antelope went
bounding by.
In another moment several more followed.
Then came tigers, leopards, bears, and all manner of beasts and
reptiles.
All seemed ll~ing l)efore some dread roe.
"Begorra, phwat the divil ails thim anyhow?'' cried Barney.
I ndeed. this was a mystery.
But It was suddenly explained.
' l'o the nostrils of all came a distant odor. It was unmistakably
tlHJ smell of smoke.
"Fire!"
The adventurers exchanged startled glances.
It required no explanation to convince them or the magnitude of the
danger which threatened them.
A fire in a Jungle is a matter of no light sort.
A prairie fire is bad enough, but a ju::~gle fire is much worse.
It is almost impossible to tell from what direction it comes, as
the flames and smoke cannot be seen until almost upon one.
But in this case the course pursued by the beasts and reptiles told
the tale.
If there is one thing the cobra fears it is tire.
If a jungle is of the kind that will burn, that is composed of canes,
and light reeds and dry grass, is tired, every cobra in the place will
swarm out.
Our explorers well knew the consequences of lJeing overtaken by
the fire.
·
or course it would mean the destruction of tile Van, if not death to
themselves.
Frank Reade, Jr., knew this well, and at once headed for open
ground.
He took the ret~Arn trail, but had not gone halt a mile when he saw
tlames and smoke ahead.
It would be madness to go in that direction, of course.
To turn the otber way was just the same.
The fire was upon all three sides, and thereseemed no way but to
run before it.
'!'here was no time tc lose.
The faces of the ~>xplorers plainly showed their great apprehension.
Frank Reade, Jr., new well that it would be a close pull at best.
He headed the Van directly before the tire, and sent it forward as
fast as was possible.
It was a fearful race.
Many obstructions were encountered and overr.ome.
Fallen trees bad to be avoided, also groups of standing ones.
On -rushed tho Van.
But the fire gained.
Nearer it drew.
"My God!" cried Gladwell, in despair; "we shall be burned up
alive:"
But just at that moment a cry of hope went np.
The Van cleared the undergrowth and came out into an open space.
It was a km~ plain, heavy with thick, dry grass.
The mom ent the fire struck it the grass rolled up in one miglJty
cloud of flame.
Close after the Van it came.
•
Frank put the lever full down and let the full current on.
Fortunately Lbere were few obstructions of any aceount in the way.
On went the Van at a terrific speed.
Anti now a great cry went up from the voyagers.:
Dead ahead of them they saw the shimmering waters or a lake.
At once they realized where they w,..,.e. All looked familiar about
tl:rnn .
They could even see the spot wher!l Barney and Pomp had bathed.
But alas! this was upon the opposite shore of the lake.
'l'o make the circuit of the lnke was impossible.
'l'ho flames had already shut in on either side.
Frank Reade, Jr., saw that they were in a fearful position.
The graSS(>S here ran down into the waters or the lake.
There was not a spot of clear land anywhere in sight.
The Van could not cross the lake certainly. The flames were howling in the rear aud upon both sides.
What was to be done? ·
It was a stupendous problem, and Frank Reade, Jr., felt keenly his
iaability to wrestle with it.
" My God!" he muttered, "we are lost! Death is upon us!"
Indeed, so it seemed.
SLmight down to the water's,.edge went the Electric Van and came
to a full atop.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE END.

THERE was no question but that the fate of the Electric Van Wlhl
sealed.
The flames were now within three hundred yards.
They were coming on with race-horse speed evP.ry instant.
Even at that dista~ce the beat was intolerable.
The voyaaers were in a fearful state of mind.
'' llfy God! We are lost!" repeated Frank Reade, Jr.
"The Van will be burne<!!'' cried Gladwell. "But can we not escape!"
This was the only thing to be considered now.
Personal safety was of far more consequence than the Electric Van.
" Rigbtl" cried Frank Reade, Jr. " Barney and Pomp, get out the
rubber pontoon!"
, This was a long canoe made of rubber, which, when unrolled and
put up with braces, with tile air chambers at the end filled, made a
capital light boat.
Barney and Pomp were quick to obey orders.
They soon had the pontoon boat in readim;ss.
The explorers entered it when the air was so hot that their faces
were bliRtered.
The flam es were not one hundred yards away.
The Electric Van stood partly in the water.
But Frank knew well enough that It coulu not be saved.
The intense heat would fuse"tbe metal and destroy the woodwork,
as well as the dtllicatll electrical macbinery.
Frank took a last look at his pride and heaved a sigh.
Then the pontoon boat shot out into the lake.
In a few moments they were bej•ond the intense hot waves.
There thej rested and sadly watched the destruction of the Van.
"This is terrible!'' said Gladwell, sorrowfully. "What hard l u~k
is ours!"
. " Never mind,'' said Frank, determinedly. "I will supplant the
Van with a new and greater machine.''
The flames now completely enveloped the Electric Van.
In a few moments it was a helpless wreck.
The flames burne[l down to the water's edge, and for lack of fuel
went out.
A great volume of smoke rolled up heavenward, and then the black·
ened spark-be@
trewn plain was revealed.
The explorers now pulled sadly and slowly back.
They went ashore and stood for some time looking at the ruin.
There was nothing left of the Van but a heap o! old iron.
"Well," said Frank Reade, Jr., after a Lime, " come, friends, let
us get out of this locality!" ,
~ ·Shure, .Mistber Frank," said Barney, "ph were is it we will go!''
"Back to Hudi Jan, then to Calcutta, and thence by first steamer .
home!''
"And not to Indo-China?" said Gladwell, disappointedly.
"Not this trip."
So they started out across the fire-blackened plain.
There were no wild beasts or reptiles now to fear.
These, such as survived the fire, were far away, fleeing before it.
Not a live cobra or even au insect was to be found anywhere. ·
In due course of tlme Hudi Jan was reached.
The Hindoo natives there, having recovered from their enmity toward the explorers, received them kindly.
The first train took them back to Calcutta.
Here Glad~ell found his agent, and learned that the wh:te tiger and
the huge python had been shipped by a previous steamer.
'
"Now for America and a fortune," said the circus manager.
True to his word, Frank took pas1mge on the next American steamer.
Back to San Franci1co the party <vent. The trip to Central India
was at an end.
It could be said in most respects to have been a success.
Of courseo ~ he loss of the Van was a serious catastrophe.
But Gladwell had accomplished his pat object and Frank had carried out !lis plan of visiting Central India.
Everybody in Readestown was glad to welcome the young inventor
back.
Gladwell went at once upon the road w:th his show.
His most sanguine expectations were realized. He reaped ~rich
harvest.
J
Barney and Pomp wtJre glad to get home once more.
~But Frank Reade, Jr., said:
"I am no~ done. I shall supplant the Electric Van with even a
gteater wonder. Look out for my next."
And uow, dear reader, wtth the hopes of in the future learning the
character of this new project, let us take a leave of our characters
... and write

[THE END.)
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No. 3 .

HOW TO l'LffiT.
~~Te 8b;~::.ndB~~r3e~ft~~~~ro~s8~e{g~~se~fLa!~~~e~~h\~}~
8
·~ ~lflf:tofth~8 f~n;;~:~~':.ad~e~ti~~~:a~}0fi~'w1!r~~~t~~~~
is in te restmg to everybody, both old and young. You can-not be happy without one. Price 10 cents.

0

1

:C~~Y~t~tg~:~i:1tteb:~:ji~e~~~b~:;d~ ~~ice fg~!!t:~

No. 29.

No. 30.

HOW 1'0 DRESS.
One of the most fnstroct fve books on cooking ever pub1t co ntains recipes for cooki ng mea~ fish. game
Containing ful1 instruction in the art of d ressing aud ap- }ished.
peariog weJI at home and abroad, giving the selections of an d .oysters: also nies\ pud d ings, cakes and all kinde ~
oolors, materiaJ, and how to h ave them made up. Price 10 gci~~L:ra~o~~8~rao: 1 ~o~ 0eg!~t~ ~~:~~i&;.s by one of our m oft
cents.
No. 18.

No. 31.

HOW TO' BECOME BEAUTIFUL.

IIOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.

:tl;:~~~~,~tf~~8tt!\~0rht:Jb!tf!~o~s~~~o~i~~:~:~eb~~

~:::easda~~~s~uli,g~r~;~~~~ {grc~:~~i.ng off in all popular

One of the brightest and most valuable little books eve!
given to the world. .Everybody wishes to know how to
become beautiful, both male and female. The secret is
simple, and almost costless . R ead th is book and be convi need how to become beautiful. Price 10 cen ta.

Containing fourteen ilJ ustrations, g iving the d iffereat po:.
sitions reqaisite to bttoome a good speaker, reader an~
elocu tionist. Also containing gems from all the populu
authors of prose and JOetry, ILrranged in the mos~ sb:a.plt
and conc1se manner possible. Price 10 cents.

N o .5.

No. 19 .
FRA N K TOUSEY ' S

No. 32.

No.4.

HOW TO D.AN(,'E
Is the' title of a now and handsome little book just issued

HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.
HOW TO JUAKE LOVE-I
United States Distance 'l'ables, Pocket Com· H and somely Illustrated, and containing foil directions f•
5
1
0
panion
and
Guide.
:e~~irgPet~t3v1~~d~ u~s ~~eci ~t1~~ :tife. ig~)~~b~!:r~:d~~iit~
~\t~n;!~~t~~~1iflf1:rr~t~~~~~~~ di:;,ig{i~~S fg~'~i~k~!~:1
many cu~; i ous a.Ud interesting things not generally kilown. Giving Jthe official distan ces on all the railroads ot tho a machi ne. Price 10 cents .
United ~tates and Oanada. Aitlo, table of distances by
'Prt.co 10 coots.
water to foreign ports, hack fares in th e princifal citieij,

~::~r:~'~:3 ~:~'it~8 b~~~B ~~,i~b';J~g~~i~~e1Q0ce~:.most

No.6.

HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
Giving full instruction for the use of dumb-bells, Indiao
clubs, parallel bars, horizontal bars and various other
-metheds of develo.ping a .§;oo4, healthy muscle ; containi~
over sixtb illustrat,ons. • very boy oan becom e stron6( an
b ealtby y follo wi ng th e ins tructions containe d in thif
little book. Price 10 cents.

No.20.

How

to Entertain an Evening Party.

No.7.

A very v&ln&b!o little book jn• t published . A complete
compendium of «ames, sports, Cal"d-diversions, comic
recreations, etc., suit 1~bl e for parlor or drawing-room entertainm ent. It contains more for the money than any
book published. Price 10 cents .

HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.

No. 21.

Handsom ely i JJ ustrated, and contair.ing full instructions
1

1

t~~dt~~o~~~~~~l~~tb~a, t~:~~~tfe\. p~~;of. ~~~· et~~c~iri~;
10 oeuts.

No . a.

::;~s~~~~~~!d c~:~~.i~~!· :a~db:1r~g~~~osTt~~ bo~k~n:a:~~i
be equaled. P rice l O cents .

::J

Oontainina the rul es and etiquette of good society aDd
euiest an most approved·R,letb ods of a ppearing tog
advantage at parti AB. balls, t be t heater, cliurch, and iD ~
drawing room. Price 10 cents.

No. 34.

HOW TO FENCE.

HOW- '1'0 HUN1' il"D FISH.

Oont&iniog full Instruction for fencin g and i he use of the
broadsword; also i ostruotion in arobery . D escribed wi Ut
r:r:!~i~:~ p~~~~aJl~t~s~~~~-oni:r'i~;!rt :~:t!>.est p oaftioDJ

The m o•t complete hun t ing and fi shing gn!do ever Jill)..,
lished.. It ooutains full instructions abo ut gq.Ls, hunting
t~~~ :f:~~!r:EcfiJI.fh.an:rr~~h;8~e~!ether with descrip-

HOW 1'0 PLAY GAMES.

No.22.

A complete and useful li ttle book, containi ng the rul•
and reg ulations of billiards, bagatelle, back&ammon, orequet, dominoes, ew. Prit e 10 cent&.

HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.
A useful and instructi ve book, giving a complete treatise
.on chemis try; also, experiments in acous tics, mechani cs,

No. 33.

HOW '1'0 BEHAVE.

HOW TO DO SECOND SlGH'l'•
f:~~e~~~~?J~~ sifxh\ar:r~:igg~ t~! :ejgr!~rcrt:rc:~!i:~~:e

No. 35.

No. 36.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRU:US.
t~e magician and th e boy on tb e st&.e e ;
!~~~:~~ilt~na.~ft~:c~~~e:i:~t~ s1ri~~\o ~~nets~nly authentic ~~~Y:!~~~~i~~~b~~~nfn<if~rt;·s~a'Yi"';:S~a~~fl~ i~~~;a:
carried on between

No.9.

HOW TO BECOME .A VENTRILOQUIST.
By Harry K ennedy. •rhe secret given away. Every intel}i·
gent boy read ing f,bis book of instructions, by a practical
grofesso.r <d e li~h tiog multitodee every uight with hie wonerful imitations), can master the art, and create any
Q.llloant of fun for himself and friend s. It is the greatest
book ever published, and there's millions Cof fun) in it.
Price 10 ceo ts.

-

'No.23.

No. 3 7.

HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.

HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.

.....

It contains !nf<><mation fo r everybody, boys. llfrJa, mn
J£verybody d reams, from the little child to the atred JDaD, and women; it will teacll you howte make almostn•yUaiaar
and woman. Tbis tittle book ~ives the explanation to all around the house, &uch as parlor ornaments, braoke~
cementa, molian harps, and bird lime for catclll• g b lr<b;
:~~..1' <Ma~~Y!~~~ ~~:~~f~m~!~ th~u~~~k4 ~1 ;~t~~c\rri~:Y:O Price 10 cents.
oents
No. 10.
No. 38.
HOW TO BOX .
No. 2 4.
HOW TO BECOJUE :YOUR OWN 'D6CTOB.
The &rt of sell-defense made easy. Contalaing over tbirty HOW TO WRITE J,E1"1'ERS 1'0 GENTLE· A wonderfu l book. con tainin~ useful an4 p ractical infowmation in tne t reatment of ordinary d iseases an d ail mento
!":ci~da~~::r~f i~:;ctt;o~~h6:tddo~:i~i~:~e~ft tib~s~:~::f~f
MEN.
to evet'y family. A bcmo d in~ in useful ftnd e.re •
and ins tructive boo,s. as it wi JJ teach you how to box with- Oodtaining full directions for writing to gentlemen on all common
ive t'ecipf\8 for general complaints Price 10 ceat&
out an instructor. Price 10 cents.
subjects; also giving sample letters for tnstruction. Price
10 cents.
No. 35.
No. II .

HOW tO WRI TE LOVE-LETTERS.
a. most comv lete little book. containing full directions for

Writi n g loVe-letters, and when to use them; also g iving
epeoimen letters for both young and old. Price 10 ceo ts.

No. 12.

No.25.
HOW 'l'O BE CO~IE .A GYMNAST.
Containing full instructions for all kinds of gAmnastfo
svorts and ath letic exercises. Embracing thirta- ve illusttations. Hy Professor W. Macdonald. A han y and nseful book. Price 10 cents.

HOW 'l'O WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.
Giving complete instructions for writing letters to lad ies
~~e~~~~ubt~f~:; :~S:~i:.tters of introduction, notes and r e-

1

I

No. 13.

;Low~

Do It; or, Book of Etiquette.

No. 26. /

HOW TO ROW, SilL AND BUILD A BOAT.
Fully illustrated. Every boy should know how to r ow and
sail a Doat. :Vall instruetioas are e-iven in this little book,
together with Instructions on swnnming and rid ing, com'"'p anion sports to boating. ~rice 10 t-ents.

i t is a great life secre~. and one t hat every young mab d e-

aires to know all about. Send 10 cents and get it. 'f here'a
happiness in it.

.

No. 14.

HOW TO MAKE CANDY.

No. 27.

HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECI·
'l'A'l'IONS.
8

A oom plel.e h&nd-book for making aU kinds of candy, Ice-.ream, SJrups, essences, eto., etc, Prioe 10 cents.

0

8 1

Ec:x':!~nJia~e~~~ w:e ~ct ~~~~~c t~ ~!~o::e ~:J i~~h~i!5~~~
1

8

pieces, together wi t h many standard readings. Price 10
cents.

How t o Raise Dogs, P oultry, Pigeons ani
Rabbits.

A. nsefnl and t nstru.o tlve book. Handsomely lllustrato4.
By I ra Drofraw. Price 1.0 cents.

No. 40.

HOW TO MAKE .AND SET TR APS.
Includi ng hints on how to catch Moles. Weasels, Ottu,
Rats, SquiTrels and Birds. Also bow to cure ::)kins. a.;.
piously illustrated. By J . Harr ington Keene. PrJce ll
rA n t.A.

Ne. 41.

The Jloys of New York End Men's Joke Book.
Oontalnl ng n great variet y •f the latest j okes used by tiM
most famo us end men. No amateur minstl-els is compltb
witkout tl:lis wonderful little ltook. Price 10 cents.

No. 42.

The Boys of New York Stump ~p~aker•
Oonta!oiof a varied a•sortmontof S t ump S)l!eecties,.N=
Dutch an Irish. A lso E nd Men's j okes. Jnst the
for home amusement and amateur shows. Prioe.lOoeate.

For sale by all newsdealers In the United States and Canada, or sen~ to youi' address, post-paid, on receipt of price. AdUes&

Box 2730.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 14 & 16 North Moore Street, New lark.

.,
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Best 5 Cent Detective Library

YOUNC SLEUTH LIB
Issued Every Saturday.

Publisl~ec

·Y.

Each Number Complete.

Read A ll Abou t This Wonderful Young Detective in the F ollowing Stories Which Are
Now On Sale:
1. Y o'\Dg Sleuth; or, The Inspector's Right Hand Man. .
2. Young Sleuth in Chinatown; or, 'rl?c Myst~ry of an Opmm Den.
3 Young Sleuth on the Rail; or, Workmg Agamst the Tram Ro 1 hers
Young Sleuth and the Beautiful Actress; or, The Diamond
Thieves of New York.
5. Young Sleuth's Best Bargain; o~ $20,000 for One Night's Work.
1 6. Young Sleuth's Night Trail; or, The Slums of New York.
7. Young Sleuth Behind the Scenes; or, The Keen Detective's
Great Theater Case.
•
B. Young Sleuth and the Widow in Black; or, Tracking a Child
Stealer of New York.
.
9. Young Sleuth as a Hotel Detective; or, Solving the Terrible
Mystery of Room 17.
10. Young Sleuth After Stolen Millions; or, The Keen Detective
and the Safe Blowers.

I
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11. Young Sleuth and the Dashing Girl Detective; or, World
with a Lady A¥.ent of Scotland Yard.
12. Young Sleuth's Ghost; or, The Keen Detective and the Co\
deuce Queen.
13. Young Sleuth's Triple Case; or, Piping the Mysterious 3,
14. Young Sleuth's Drag-Net; or. Seimng a Desperate Gang.
15. Young Sleuth and the Masked Lady; or; The Queen of
Avengers.
.
16. Young Sleuth and the Blood Stained Card; or, Shadowed by j
Ace of Hearts.
17. Young Sleuth on the Midnight Express; or, The Crime of ·
Tunnel.
18. Young Sleuth in the Prize Ring; pr, The Keen Detecti\e's Fi1
for a Life. ·

Fun by t h e B ushel in .Eve ry Number of

tHE 5 CENT COMIC LIBRA·R~
THE ONLY COMIC LIBRAR.Y PUBLISHED IN THE WORLD.
Issued Every Saturday. ·

Each Numbet· a Complete · Story.

L ook Through Your Newsdealer's Stock of This Library and Make Your Selection.
T HE FOLLOWING ARE

1. T wo Dandies of New York; or, The Funny Side of Every-

~~
~~~for !lim,
by Sam Smiley
Gymnastic Joe; or, Not a Bit Like His Uncle,
by Tom 'l'easer
Shorty; or, l{icked Into Good Luck,
by Peter Pad
Mama's Pet; or, Always In It
by !:lam Sn1,iley
Tommy Bounce, the Family Mischief
by Peter !'ad
Dick Quack, the Doctor's Boy; or, A Hard Pill To Swallow,
·
·
by Tom 1'easer
Shorty in Luck,
by Peter Pad
Casey From Ireland; or, A Green Son of the Old Sod,
·
by Tom Teaser

2. Cheeky Jim, the Boy From Chicago; or, Nothing Too Good

3.
4

5:

6.
7.

B.

9.

I

NOW ON SALE :

l

10. Skinny, the Tin Peddler,
by Tom Tea
11. Millions In I t; or, Something New Ever y Minu te, by Sam Sml
12. The Mulcahe Twins,
by Tom Tcr
13. The Village irport; or, Two to One on Everything, by Sam Sm
14. One of the Boys of New York; or , The Adventures of
Tommy Bounce,
by Peter
15. Tom, Dick and Dave; or, Schooldays in New York, by Peter
16. Touchemup Academy; or, Boys Who Would Be Boys,
by Sam Sm
17. Corkey; or, The Tricks and Travels of a Supe,
by Tom Tell
18. Three Jacks; or, 'l'he Wanderings of a Waif,
by Tom Teal
19. Shorty Junior; or, The Son of His Dad,
by Peter .Jl
20. Mulligan's Boy,
by 'i.'om Teal

Of Course You H a ve Heard A b out

RANK READE, JR., THE GREAT INVENTO
Read Abou t His Thrilling Adventures With His Wonderful M a ch ines in the

RANK READE
LIBRARY
.
Price 5 Cents
•
EVERY

NUM ~ER

Issued Every Saturday.
A COMPLETE STORY.

T HE 1'0LLOWING H A VE BEEN ISS UED :

I

~

'·

f4o

,. Frank Reade, Jr., and His New Steam Man; or, The Young
Inventor's Trip to the Far West,
by" Noname"
I. Frank Reade, .Tr., With His New Steam Man in No Man's
I
Land; or, On a Mysterious Trail,
by" Noname"
• Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Man in Central
Amerioa,
by" Noname"
I F
k R d J W"th
H"15 N
Ste
M
· T
1
ea e, r.,
ew
am an m exas: r,
• ran
Chasing the Train Robbers,
by "Noname"
. Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Man in Mexi~o ; or,
Hot Work Among the Greasers,
by" Noname"
Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Man Cllasi<-.g a
Gang of "Rustlers;" or, Wild Adventures in Montana,
by "Noname"
Fn!.nk Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse; or, The
Search for a Million Dollars. A Story of Wild Life in
New Mexico,
by " Noname"
ank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse Amnn~ the
. Cowboys; or, the League of the Plains,
by "Noname"

9. Frank Reade, Jr., W ith His New Steam H orse in the Gt·eat

American Desert;

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

or, The Sandy •rrail of D6ll.th,
by" Nonam
Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse and the Mystery of the Underground Ranch,
by "Nona
Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse in Search of
an Ancient. Mine,
by "Non!Lll'
Frank Reade and His Steam Man of the Plains·, or, The
Terror of the West,
by "Nonarn
Frank Reade, Jr., With His New Steam Horse in the 1\''>tthwest; or, Wild Adventures Among the Blackfeet,
by" Nona.
Erank Reade and His Steam Horse,
by" Nona
Frank Reade Jr.'s Electric Air Canoe; or The Search for the
Valley of Diamonds,
by" Nona~
Frank Reade ana His Steam Team,
·
by "Nonari
Frank Reade Jr.'s New Electric Submarine Boat" The Ex- r
plorer;" or, To the North Pole Under the Ice, by" Non
Frank Reade and H is Steam Tally-Ho,
by "Nona

All the above librar ies are for sale by all newsdealers in the United States and
price by
•

..

(

C~~onada,

or sent to your address, post paid, on receip

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 84 & 86 North Moore Street, New York.
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